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ABSTRACT
A bio-economic model in the form of an interactive enterprise budget was 
constructed and tuned using empirical data to assess, practically, the feasibility of 
extensive oyster culture in Virginia using remote setting production techniques to 
produce spat-on-shell. Data was collected from ten sites located in various areas of the 
Virginia portion of Chesapeake Bay. If data collected during this study are typical, 
remote setting based oyster culture is biologically and economically feasible.
Remote setting success, as measured by the ratio of surviving spat at planting to 
the quantity of larvae used at setting, was highly variable with a range from 0-24% and a 
mean of 7%. Setting rate over 5% is sufficient for economically viable spat-on-shell 
production.
Growout duration to harvest size was estimated by fitting the Bosch and Shabman 
growth function to empirical estimates of growth from planting to approximately 13 
months of age. This function predicts that 80% of surviving oysters reach market size 
(>76mm) in approximately 30 months. Survival to harvest size (30 months) was 
estimated by fitting the Weibull function to empirical estimates of survival from planting 
to 13 months of age, and estimated a mean of 21% with a range from 9-33% among 
growout sites. Wiebull parameter estimates were A,=0.67±0.14 and y=0.44±0.01 (±SE) 
with R2=0.80. Survival to one year was found to be density dependent with lower 
survival significantly correlated (a=0.1) with higher spat count per shell (-0.469, p=0.09).
Infrastructure costs for a remote setting facility capable of producing 
approximately 3,000 bushels annually were modest with a mean of $9,750 and a range 
from $8,300 to $17,750. Labor requirements for producing one bushel of spat-on- shell 
ranged from 0.18 to 1.05 with a mean of 0.45 man hours per bushel. Cost distribution 
predicted by the bio-economic model was as follows: 1% for facility set-up, 6% for site 
preparation, 30% for larvae purchase, 12% for setting labor and materials, and 51% for 
harvest. Given the most probable parameterization of the model, and using empirical 
estimates derived in this study, the predicted cost of producing, planting, and harvesting 
one bushel of market size oysters was $21.40. Assuming a market value of $35.00 for a 
bushel of market size oysters, this is a return of $13.60 per bushel.
A Bio-Economic Feasibility Model for Remote Setting: 
Potential for Oyster Aquaculture in Virginia
THESIS INTRODUCTION
Crassostrea virginica
The eastern oyster, Crassostrea virginica is a remarkably tolerant organism with 
an extensive range that covers nearly the entire eastern seaboard of North America as far 
north as Nova Scotia, the entire Gulf of Mexico and Yucatan coasts, many islands of the 
Caribbean Sea, and a small portion of the northern South American Coast as far south as 
Venezuela. This impressive range includes water temperatures from zero to greater than 
30°C and salinities from near zero to greater than 3 5ppt (Galtsoff 1964). A fishery exists 
or has existed in the past for nearly every area where C. virignica occurs in sufficiently 
large quantities (Kirby and Linares 2004).
C. virginica is a filter feeder capable of filtering upwards of 200L of water per 
day as an adult in optimal conditions (i.e. optimal salinity, temperature, and food 
availability) (Newell 1988, Newell and Langdon 1996). This filtration is important to the 
oyster for food, phytoplankton, but is also important environmentally in helping to affect 
eutrophication through removal of phytoplankton and, so indirectly, nutrients, in addition 
to increasing water clarity through removal of suspended sediments (Officer et al 1982). 
During feeding, sediments and other unwanted particles are separated, food is ingested 
and egested as feces, while unwanted particles like sediments are rejected and expelled as 
pseudofeces (Galtsoff 1964). Nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) that are not 
assimilated by the oyster arrive at the benthos in feces and pseudofeces. Once there, 
phosphorus is either buried or immobilized as phosphate. Nitrogen is buried and nitrified 
in oxic conditions and returned to the water column as inorganic nitrogen, or denitrified 
in anoxic conditions and released as nitrogen gas. It has been suggested, that removal of 
these organic nutrients from the water column can help to limit eutrophication (Newell et 
al 2002, Dame et al. 2002, Porter et al. 2004).
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C. virginica, in many parts of its range, is (or was) the primary player in benthic- 
pelagic coupling. C. virginica plays a critical role in transferring biomass from primary 
production in the water-column to the benthos (Dame et al. 2002 and Porter et al 2004).
As a reef-building species, C. virginica, also provides habitat and forage areas to 
many other species, including commercially important ones such as Callenectus sapidus 
and Marone saxatallis. In many areas reefs were extensive, paralleling vast lengths of 
shoreline in shallow water as “fringing reefs”, or as standalone three-dimensional 
structures extending from the bottom to above mean low water (Hargis 1995). These 
extensive reefs have been accreting since the beginning of the last period of sea level rise 
with recruitment and growth maintaining and increasing the reef both in diameter and 
height, each subsequent year creating net accretion upward from previous seawater levels 
(Hargis 1995). The end result of this process in many cases was prominent reefs 
extending into the intertidal even in areas of relatively deep water (greater than 4 or 5 
meters).
As a result of the function of oysters in estuaries, in many they are considered 
keystone species and are critical to the productivity of these systems. Unfortunately, C. 
virginica populations throughout its range are a fraction of what they were historically 
with accounts of reef destruction recorded as early as 1880: “ ... once famous for its 
oyster beds, but now these are practically exhausted”, written about the York River in 
Chesapeake Bay (Wheatley et al 1959).
The Fishery
Crassostrea virginica is fished throughout the majority of its natural distribution 
and is even cultured in areas outside of this range. Its highly sought-after meat, both 
along the Atlantic coast and west across the country, supported booming fisheries in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (NMFS). High demand, however, led to 
reckless fishing that has been linked, at least in part, to collapse after collapse of local 
wild fisheries. Kirby and Linares (2004) identified a sequential pattern of expansion and 
collapse of these local wild fisheries from basins in the North, southward down the east 
coast and subsequently around Florida into the Gulf of Mexico. As fisheries collapsed, 
the industry moved progressively southward in search of more productive beds. Each
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move south led to a swelling of the industry followed by over-fishing of that basin and 
the next subsequent move south (Kirby and Linares 2004). This pattern has led to 
overfished C. virginica populations along the entire eastern seaboard with the only 
relatively viable wild (though highly privatized) fishery left in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Attention here is focused on the Virginia portion of Chesapeake Bay.
While overfishing is often considered the precursor to the collapse of the wild 
oyster fishery in Chesapeake Bay, there were a number of other players including 
disease, substrate removal, water quality degradation, decreased demand, and more 
recently increased predation from cownose rays (Kemp et al 2005, Kirby and Miller 
2004, Merriner and Smith 1979, Meyers et al. 2007, Rothschild et al 1994, Wheatley et al 
1959).
Compounding overfishing was a substrate limitation caused by the removal of 
huge amounts of oyster shell with comparatively miniscule amounts replaced (Rothschild 
et al. 1994). With a deficit of appropriate recruitment substrate, C. virginica recruitment 
was reduced not due to less larvae in the water, but less chance of surviving larvae 
locating appropriate recruitment substrate (Hargis and Haven 1995).
Despite overfishing in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s and reduced demand for 
oysters in the early and mid 1900s (Wheatley 1959), by the 1930s, the fishery was 
relatively stable. Then in the late 1960’s MSX-disease (caused by Haplosporidium 
nelsoni), and Dermo-disease (caused by Perkinsus marinus) in the 1980’s caused 
significant disease related mortalities (National Research Co)ncil 2004). Note that P. 
marinus has been known to exist in the Bay since the 1950’s (though originally 
misclassified as a fungus). (National Research Council 2004).
Starting in the 1970s and becoming more of a problem in recent years, cownose 
rays began feeding more intensely on oysters, particular seed oysters (Merriner and Smith 
1979). An increase in cownose ray population size in conjunction with the unavailability 
of more traditional prey such as razor and soft clams (Tagelus plebius and My a arenaria 
respectively) also suffering from depressed populations, has led to a significant increase 
in ray predation (Dungan et al. 2002, Merriner and Smith 1979, Meyers et al. 2007).
Anthropogenic changes in water quality have also been cited as exacerbating the 
decline of oysters in the Bay (Kirby and Miller 2004). Increased eutrophication leads to
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hypoxic and anoxic conditions, which may limit suitable habitat for oysters, while toxic 
algal blooms can cause larval mortality further hampering recruitment.
The Virginia fishery, starting as early as the 1930’s, was primarily a private 
fishery with approximately two thirds of landings coming from privately leased ground. 
This was in direct contrast to Maryland, which was primarily a public fishery with only 
about 5% of the fishery coming from private ground in thel930’s. The private fishery in 
Virginia operated under a leasing system through which an oysterman could lease 
“unproductive ground”, assessed as such by the Baylor survey (Baylor 1870). In 1892, 
section 2137 of the Code of Virginia made it possible for private industry to occupy these 
grounds for the purpose of “planting or propagating oysters.” Oystermen paid a nominal 
fee per acre to lease the ground, and in return had exclusive rights to any oysters on their 
leased ground. This ground could now be planted with oyster shells to “catch” naturally 
occurring larvae (propagating), or be planted with oyster shells and oyster seed to be 
grown there until of harvestable size (planting). The latter method of oyster production is 
generally referred to as transplanting.
Initially, oysters planted on private ground were obtained from seed beds 
managed by the Commonwealth of Virginia. Later, starting around 1945 and as a result 
of compromised profitability due to rising Commonwealth seed (seed oysters from 
Commonwealth managed beds) prices, private planters began producing their own seed 
via shell plantings (Wheatley 1959). For example, in 1959, the cost per bushel for 
Commonwealth seed was approximately $1.50, whereas the cost of planting shell, 
including the cost of shell, was only $0.25. Meanwhile the market value per bushel was 
$3.00 to 3.50 with harvest costs ranging from $0.15 to $0.20 per bushel if dredged, and 
$0.50-$ 1.00 if tonged by hand (The difference in cost between methods stemmed from 
the relative efficiency of dredging over tonging. The large range in cost of tonging was a 
function of the variance in oyster density among reefs) (Wheatley et al. 1959).
In the early 1960s there was a shift in the Virginia oyster fishery from primarily 
private landings to primarily public landings. This shift was a result of several factors 
making planting oysters more risky. There was a period of intense disease-induced 
mortality (generally attributed to MSX-disease, National Research Council 2004) in 
Chesapeake Bay starting in the early 1960s. By the late 1960s, total landings in
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Maryland rebounded to levels nearly equivalent to pre-mortality levels (though this level 
was not maintained for long, diminishing in the early 1980s). In Virginia however, 
landings did not rebound. The decline in total landings in Chesapeake Bay in the 1960s 
(from approximately 35 million bushels annually in the 1950s to approximately 23 
million bushels in the late 1960s) is solely the result of a lack of recovery in Virginia 
landings following the mortality event beginning in 1960, and more specifically, the 
result of a drastic reduction in the level of private plantings in Virginia. With disease 
now a debilitating problem, and coupled with increased seed costs, as well as increased 
threat of significant cownose ray predation (rays becoming a significant nuisance in the 
late 1960s, Merriner and Smith 1979)), the risk involved in planting oyster seed on 
private ground had increased sharply and was sufficient to severely reduce private 
production. Without substantial private production, the Virginia fishery was a fraction of 
what it was prior to 1960 with less than half (approximately 0.9 million bushels) of total 
landings (approximately 2 million bushels) coming from private ground in the late 1960s, 
down to just 36% (approximately 0.22 million bushels) of total landings (approximately
0.6 million bushels) by 1988 (Alford 1975, Bosch and Shabman 1990). Compare these 
landings to pre-disease levels in the late 1950s where greater than 80% (approximately 4 
million bushels) of total landings (approximately 5 million bushels) came from private 
ground (Alford 1975, note: landings in pounds converted to bushels using bushels = 
pounds/4.4743 as per Bosch and Shabman 1990).
The range of oyster related problems in the Bay (substrate limitation, reduced 
recruitment, disease, water quality degradation, cownose ray predation, and increased 
seed costs) has all but ended the wild and private fisheries in Virginia. Total Virginia 
landings in 2005 were only 136,300 bushels (Virginia Marine Resources Commission 
[VMRC] Landings Bulletin 2006). The majority of oysters processed in Virginia now 
come from outside Virginia, primarily the Gulf of Mexico (500,000 to 600,000 bushels 
annually) (Dr. James Wesson, Head of Conservation and Replenishment Division, 
VMRC). The majority of oysters marketed as true Chesapeake Bay oysters and sold out 
of Virginia are actually purchased from Maryland. Virginia producers would benefit 
from a supply of Chesapeake Bay oysters as they have historically been a product that 
demands a higher price than oysters from the Gulf of Mexico. The deflated mean value
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of Chesapeake Bay oyster meat from 1950 to 2005 was S3.8 per pound. Gulf oysters had 
a value through this same period of $3.2 per pound (NMFS 2007). This lack of locally 
available, in-state product makes for a precarious and inconsistent supply of oysters and 
hampers the growth and sustainability of the Virginia industry. The need for a more 
consistent and self-sufficient source of oysters in Virginia has led industry members to 
aquaculture.
Aquaculture in Virginia
Aquaculture is certainly not new to Virginia as the method of private production,
i.e. transplanting, previously described is undoubtedly a form of culture. A key 
distinction between transplanting culture and what is most often thought of as oyster 
culture today is the addition of a hatchery phase in today’s culture practices. The 
addition of a hatchery phase removes reliance on the variability of natural recruitment for 
acquiring seed oysters. Hatcheries focus on producing oyster larvae from broodstock 
(adult oysters used to propagate a generation of oysters for culture) and rearing them 
under controlled conditions to maximize survival. Hatchery reared larvae are then used 
to produce seed oysters for culture. There are two general categories of oyster 
aquaculture currently employed in Virginia: 1) intensive culture and 2) extensive culture.
Intensive oyster aquaculture is on the rise in Virginia with nearly five million 
cultured oysters sold in 2007. This is up six times from less than one million sold in 
2005 (Murray and Oesterling 2008). Intensive aquaculture consists of hatchery 
production of individual oysters, referred to as “singles”, which are grown in nursery 
systems until large enough to be “planted” in the water in some sort of containment unit. 
These containment units include mesh bags or mesh lined cages and are either placed on 
the bottom, just off the bottom, or floated just beneath the waters surface. This method 
provides protection from predation, particularly cownose rays, and produces an 
esthetically appealing oyster good for the half shell market. Contained culture has had 
variable success and shows promise as a means of producing a quality half-shell oyster. 
The high labor demands, however, of handling the containment units and the shear 
number and associated cost of containment units required, may limit the scale at which it 
can be done profitably (Weiland 2006, Dr. James Wesson, VMRC pers. comm.). The
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industries biggest current need is for a large, consistent supply of oysters for the shucking 
market which it seems cannot be met by intensive aquaculture, but might be by extensive 
aquaculture.
The extensive culture category includes the transplanting method and is defined 
by a hands-off approach where oysters are planted on the bottom, usually unprotected, for 
later harvest. A relatively new twist (circa 1970 on the US west coast and in the 1980s in 
Virginia) on this approach is the use of hatchery reared larvae to produce seed, dubbed 
“spat-on-shell” (many newly attached oysters on old oyster shell), via a process called 
remote setting (Lund 1972). This seed can then be planted on the bottom similar to the 
seed transplanting methods used historically.
To be clear, remote setting only includes the actual setting process where larvae 
are allowed to attach to shells. Remote setting in addition to grow-out of spat-on-shell 
for future harvest will be referred to here as remote culture.
Gear and labor for remote culture are much less than for intensive culture, 
however survival is generally much lower since they are not protected by containment 
units and are at higher risk to sedimentation. In this case oysters are attached to shell and 
eventually one another, therefore, this product much more resembles wild-caught oysters 
with various shapes and sizes and therefore can be processed in ways similar to wild 
oysters, where during the culling process some may be set aside for half shell that meet 
standards, whereas the majority are shucked for meat.
-In Virginia the method of remote culture was first evaluated in the early 1980s by 
Virginia Sea Grant (VASG) at the request of the Virginia oyster industry and as a result 
of worry over the P. marinus related mortalities occurring during this same period.
Several remote sets and spat-on-shell plantings were successfully completed at various 
industry sites via a remote setting tank constructed by VASG and towed by trailer to the 
respective sites. The production method failed to catch on however and was attributed to 
several factors: 1) survival of planted oysters was extremely low due to the same high 
disease pressure that was killing wild oysters, 2) early mortality of planted spat-on-shell, 
particularly in the high salinities was extremely high because of Stylocus ellipticus, 
known to prey heavily on newly set oysters (Newell 2000), 3) there were no large 
hatcheries in Virginia capable of producing enough larvae to support any sizeable scale-
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up of production and there was little interest in new hatcheries as a result of two, recent 
and high profile hatchery failures in the 1970s still fresh in the minds of industry, and 4) a 
resurgence of the natural population during the VASG remote setting experiment reduced 
what little interest was left in the technique and the program was abandoned (Mike 
Oesterling, VA Sea Grant).
The primary problem with remote culture when it was first tried in Virginia was 
that disease affected hatchery produced oysters the same way it did wild oysters and 
therefore offered little benefit. Today however, this is not the case as selective breeding 
programs have been domesticating oysters in the effort to breed disease resistance and 
fast growth into oyster stocks. Oysters selectively bred to better resist disease relative to 
wild stocks have been documented to show resistance to both MSX-disease and Dermo- 
disease (Calvo et al. 2003). Another product of domestication, also not available during 
the VASG trial, is triploidy. Triploid oysters are bred to be sterile by mating a tetraploid 
male that has four sets of chromosomes with a diploid female that has the normal two sets 
of chromosomes (Guo et al. 1996). Approximately 99.99% of the resulting offspring 
have three sets of chromosomes rendering them sterile (S. Allen, unpublished data, 
Aquaculture Genetics and Breeding Technology Center (ABC), VIMS). With 
dramatically reduced gonadal development, more effort is directed into somatic growth, 
making triploid oysters grow faster than diploids (Allen and Downing 1986, Shpigel et al. 
1992, L. Degremont et al., ABC, in prep. In addition, condition of triploid oysters is not 
compromised by spawning since gonad production is minimal and therefore quality 
product is available to a producer when diploid oysters are not marketable (Allen and 
Downing 1986). With triploid technology, the ability to produce fast growing, disease 
resistant oysters with year round marketability now exists in remote setting based 
production.
Remote Setting
Oysters were first produced and allowed to metamorphose in a hatchery in 1920 
by W.F. Wells (Wells 1920). Remote setting, however, is relatively new to the oyster 
production game, and was pioneered by industry members in the Pacific Northwest. The 
first mention of the technique in the literature was in 1972 with Lund’s Master’s Thesis at
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Oregon State (Lund 1972). In 1973, Budge developed a method for packaging and 
shipping oyster larvae that was used to complete the first remote set (Budge 1973). Since 
remote setting is traditionally done in an area “remote” from the hatchery, an integral step 
in successful production is getting the larvae from the hatchery to the setting site with 
minimal mortality and degradation. Budge pioneered this technology.
In the 1980s there were a number of practical publications on remote setting 
(Jones and Jones 1983, Jones and Jones 1988, Henderson 1983). These works were 
primarily instruction manuals for remote setting. The Jones and Jones manuals are 
probably the most referenced manuals for remote setting and focus on the Pacific oyster, 
Crassostrea gigas. These manuals take the reader step by step through the remote setting 
process pointing out pitfalls and areas that require special attention. They are thorough, 
explaining biology, suggested methods of tank design, tank setup, and record keeping. 
With the aid of these manuals, someone with relatively little culture experience can 
complete a remote set. Most of the remote setting that is done in the United States 
currently is modeled after techniques presented in these practical manuals.
Remote culture consists of four typical phases: 1) hatchery production of eyed 
larvae (eyed larvae being metamorphically competent larvae), 2) remote setting and 
planting, 3) grow-out, and 4) harvest. Larvae are grown in hatcheries until ready to settle 
and metamorphose at which time they are removed from culture and sent to a remote site 
for setting. At the remote site, tanks of clean and containerized cultch (usually oyster 
shells) and conditioned seawater receive larvae, add them to the tank and allow them to 
settle on the shells. The end product is “spat-on-shell” seed that is similar to wild caught 
spat (except for the genetics), where several to many spat are attached to each shell. In 
Virginia spat-on-shell is typically removed from the tanks after 10 days and transported 
to the plant site where spat-on-shell grow-out closely resembles the traditional method of 
seed transplanting. Oysters are then left in place until ready for harvest. The remote 
setting method of oyster production has worked successfully for many years on the 
Pacific Northwest Coast and is the primary product source for large producers there. 
Remote culture, given its ability to produce disease resistant, triploid oysters, using 
minimally labor and gear intensive methods, appears to be the most feasible method to
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approach the scale of oyster culture necessary to return Virginia’s primary source of 
shucking product back to the Commonwealth.
The Study
The purpose of this thesis research was to perform a feasibility analysis of remote 
culture using remote setting techniques to assess its cost-effectiveness in Virginia. The 
objectives of this study are as follows:
1. Obtain empirical estimates of mean and range for rate of remote setting for 
various regions in Virginia.
2. Obtain empirical estimates of post-deployment mortality for spat-on-shell in 
various regions of Virginia.
3. Estimate a mean and range of survival to market size of spat-on-shell oysters 
for various regions of Virginia.
4. Obtain empirical estimates of the costs associated with spat-on-shell 
production including investment and operating expenses.
5. Estimate a mean and range of the revenues associated with spat-on-shell 
production and compare to costs, to assess feasibility.
6. Construct a customizable, predictive model that will allow a user to assess his 
or her potential for spat-on-shell production given user-specified conditions.
The results of this study will be beneficial to those interested in getting started in spat-on- 
shell oyster production both here in Virginia, as well as in other coastal areas. The 
customizable model will empower its user to make informed decisions concerning 
financial feasibility and gear, labor, and larval requirements given a specified level of 
production. It will also allow the user to forecast production with expected or “what-if ’ 
levels of mortality and growth.
11
Section 1
Estimating the Biological Variables Affecting 
Remote Setting Success
12
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of Section I is to provide estimates of the biological parameters that 
influence the success of remote setting including setting, growth, and survival. This 
information is used in Section II to inform and tune the bio-economic model.
Settlement of oysters takes place in two sequential steps: settlement followed by 
metamorphosis. Settlement occurs when a larva leaves the water column for the benthos 
in response to stimulus from a cue associated with suitable attachment substrate (Burke 
1983). If suitable substrate is found, the larva will attach and undergo metamorphosis. If 
suitable substrate is not found the larva can resume swimming for settlement again 
elsewhere. Metamorphosis occurs after settlement, when the larva has found suitable 
substrate, and consists of permanent cementation and the rearrangement of internal 
organs for the subsequent sedentary life (Bonar 1991 Burke 1982, Kennedy 1996, 
Cranfield 1973). Immediately following metamorphosis there is also likely to be some 
level of post-metamorphic mortality due to reduced feeding and depletion of energy 
reserves during metamorphosis. Settlement rate as it is measured in this study includes 
all of these events: settlement, metamorphosis and post metamorphic mortality into one 
measure referred to here as “remote setting rate”. Remote setting rate is effectively a 
measure of survival from eyed larvae added to the setting tank to post-metamorphic spat 
removed from the tank approximately l-3mm in size after seven to ten days in the setting 
tank.
Remote setting rate can be thought of as the largest single mortality event 
encountered in the remote culture process, and therefore has the greatest effect on 
cumulative survival from setting to harvest. Therefore, higher remote setting rate leads 
non-proportionally to more product and therefore higher returns. Setting rate is affected 
by various factors including larval competence (Carriker 1961, Baker 1994), lipid reserve 
(Gallagher and Mann 1986), temperature (Hidu and Haskin 1971 and Lutz et al. 1970), 
salinity (Hidu and Haskin 1971), light (Nelson 1953, Ritchie and Menzel 1969, water 
quality (absence of toxins, excessive waste products) (Jones and Jones 1988), cultch 
condition (clean, grit-free cultch is preferred) (Jones and Jones 1988), available
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settlement cues (substrate and conspecific) (Burke 1983, Bonar et al. 1990, Crisp 1967, 
Hidu et al 1978, Keck et al. 1971, Hidu 1969, Weiner et al. 1985), toxins (Jones and 
Jones 1988), and possibly others. Larval competence is generally under the direct control 
of the hatchery, as the hatchery decides when larvae are ready to be removed from culture 
for setting and it is at this point that development to competence is truncated. One 
commonly employed method of determining larval competence is size of eyed larvae, 
where large and uniform larvae are generally preferred. Therefore, size (shell height) of 
eyed larvae can be used as a rough proxy for competence. For this study, setting rate was 
calculated for all sets to derive a mean and range for the model. Some potentially 
influential parameters were tracked including temperature, salinity, and a proxy for 
competence (larval shell height).
Growth and survival of spat-on-shell are affected by similar factors at work in 
natural populations. Growth, for example, is affected by factors such as salinity, 
temperature, and, food availability (Galtsoff 1964, Wang et al. 2008). In nature, and 
probably for remote culture, initial survival of post-metamorphic spat (planted spat in the 
case of remote culture) is low primarily due to predation. Primary predators of newly set 
spat in the Chesapeake Bay include xanthid crabs (primarily Panopeus herbstii and 
Eurypanopeus depressus), C. sapidus, and Stylocus ellipticus (Krantz and Chamberlin 
1978, Abbe 1986, Bisker and Castagna 1987, Newell 2000). Survival increases 
significantly with size as oysters obtain a size refuge from xanthids and S. ellipticus (C. 
spapidus predation continues, though at a reduced rate). S. ellipticus are known to be 
ravenous predators of newly set spat and are considered a nuisance in oyster culture 
(Newell 2000, Andrews 1973).
Growth was tracked in this study at ten sites to estimate the length of time 
required to grow spat-on-shell oysters to market size. Survival was also tracked at the 
same intervals to estimate a survival curve for spat-on-shell oysters. With this 
information, an estimate of the number of oysters remaining at the time of harvest, and 
the period of time necessary for spat-on-shell oysters to reach market size can be 
estimated. From a production standpoint this information estimates revenue as a function 
of size of the harvest, determined by the associated survival, and time to harvest 
determined by growth.
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Three of the six main objectives are covered in this section:
1) Obtain empirical estimates of remote setting rate for various regions in 
Virginia.
2) Obtain empirical estimates of post deployment mortality for various regions in 
Virginia.
3) Estimate a mean and range of survival to market size of spat-on-shell oysters 
for various regions of Virginia.
METHODS 
Site Descriptions
Ten setting facilities were used in this study. Six of these were operational in 
both 2006 and 2007, four additional sites operated in 2007 only (Table 1.1). These sites 
were spread around the Virginia portion of Chesapeake Bay including the western, 
southern, and eastern shores over a mid-summer mean salinity range of approximately 
lOppt -  22ppt. From north to south down the western shore the setting facilities include 
one each in Kinsale (Yecomico River), Lottsburg (Coan River), Burgess (Little 
Wicomico River), Weems (Carter’s Creek), Urbanna (Lagrange Creek), Gwynn’s Island 
(Milford Haven-north), Hudgins (Milford Haven-south), Mobjack (Ware River), Suffolk 
(Chuckatuck Creek) and one on the bayside eastern shore: Saxis (Saxis Bay). These 
facilities will be referred to be their location name (e.g. the Saxis facility).
Spat produced over the course of the two year study were planted at various 
locations around the Bay. In 2006, spat were planted in close proximity to the respective 
setting facility on six sanctuary reefs chosen by the VMRC (Table 1.2). Each setting 
facility planted exclusively on their specific designated site. In contrast, in 2007, in most 
cases the planting sites were not near the setting facility and in many cases multiple 
setting facilities planted on the same plant site (Table 1.2). Plant sites in 2007 included 
both sanctuary reefs and temporarily closed public oyster ground. Locations of all setting 
facilities and plant sites for 2006 and 2007 are displayed in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.1: Virginia portion of Chesapeake Bay. Labels 1-10 are setting facilities, Table 
1.1 matches label to site. Labels A-N are plant sites (see table 1.2 for corresponding 
plant site name. A-F are 2006 plant sites. G-N are 2007 plant sites.
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Yecomico River
Oyster were planted in the Yecomico River in 2007 on public ground number 
112, also known as Bam Point (G). (The letter following any plant site references that 
particular site on the map in Figure 1). Bam Point is in approximately 2 meters of water 
and is located at 38.030N, 76.536W. Bam Point received three deployments of about 4.4 
million oysters.
Coan River
Oysters planted in the Coan River in 2006 went on the state constructed 3- 
dimensional sanctuary reef (A) located at 37.969N, 76.465W in approximately 1-2 meters 
of water. The sanctuary reef received two deployments totaling approximately 292 
thousand oysters. In 2007 oysters were planted on public ground number 77, also known 
as Honest Point (H). Honest Point is in approximately 3-4 meters of water and is located 
at 37.992N, 76.467W. Honest Point received three deployments of about 4 million 
oysters.
Great Wicomico River
Oysters were planted in the Great Wicomico River in 2007 only and went on three 
different areas: 1) Shell Bar (I), 2) Hilly wash (J), and 3) Rogue Point (K). Shell Bar is 
located at 37.828N, 76.332W in approximately 1-2 meters of water. Hillywash and 
Rogue Point are both located in approximately 2-3 meters of water at 37.852N, 76.328W 
and 37.847N and 76.332W respectively. Shell Bar received six deployments totaling 
approximately 4.2 million oysters, Hillywash -  two deployments of about 3.3 million 
oysters, Rogue Point -  two deployments of about 3.3 million oysters.
Rappahannock River
Oysters planted in the Rappahannock River in 2006 went on two state-sanctuary 
reefs, Drumming Ground (B) and Temple Bay (C). Both reefs are located in 
approximately 2-3 meters of water at 37.654N, 76.463W and 37.590N, 76.425W, 
respectively. In 2007 oysters were planted on two areas of public oyster ground known
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as Little Wicks (L) and Big Wicks (L), both in approximately 3-4 meters of water located 
adjacent to one another at 37.69 IN, 76.573W. Drumming ground received four 
deployments totaling approximately 6.7 million oysters, Temple Bay -  three deployments 
of about 7.4 million oysters, Little Wicks -  four deployments of about 2.9 million 
oysters, Big Wicks -five deployments of about 4.6 million oysters.
Piankatank River
Oysters were planted in the Piankatank River in 2006 only and went on Palace 
Bar (D) located at 37.528N, 76.374W in approximately 1-2 meters of water. Palace Bar 
received two deployments of about 1.8 million oysters.
Ware River
Oysters were planted in the Ware River in 2006 only and went on the state 
sanctuary reef (E) located at 37.369N, 76.457W in approximately 2-4 meters of water. 
This reef received four deployments of about 4.9 million oysters.
Nansemond River
Oysters were planted in the Nasemond River in 2007 only and went on public 
ground number 6 (M) and is located at 37.822N, 76.318W in approximately 2-4 meters 
of water. This reef received one deployment of about 344 thousand oysters.
Pocomoke Sound
Oysters were planted in Pocomoke Sound in 2007 only and went on public 
ground number 9 (N), located at 37.946N, 75.718W in approximately 3-4 meters of 
water. This reef received two deployments of about 1.3 million oysters.
Pungoteague Creek
Oysters were planted in Pungoteague Creek in 2006 only and went on the state 
constructed 3-dimensional sanctuary reef (F) located at 37.671N, 75.859W in 
approximately 1-2 meters of water. This reef received three deployments of about 4 
million oysters.
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Design
Setting
At each setting facility and for each set, remote setting rate was determined by 
first calculating the mean number of spat per shell resulting from a set. This measure was 
performed at the time of planting, generally 7-10 days after larvae was released into the 
setting tank. One hundred shells were randomly selected from various areas and depths 
in each of two tanks set (taking no more than 5 shells from any one shell bag), 
enumerating the number of spat alive on each shell to obtain a mean number of spat per 
shell for the tank. The mean number of spat per shell was then multiplied by the number 
of shells in the setting tank to obtain an estimate of the total number of spat produced. 
This estimate was divided by the number of larvae that went into the setting tank to 
obtain remote setting rate. The number of larvae that went into the tank was calculated 
by the hatchery supplying the larvae. This calculation was done for each of the 18 sets 
completed in 2006. Water temperature and salinity at the time of setting were also 
collected at each site for each set.
In 2007, the method for calculating the setting rate was altered slightly because 
spat were transported, in many cases, by truck to a dock where they were loaded onto a 
boat for deployment. In this case, rather than taking 100 shells from each of two set 
tanks, 300 shells were randomly selected and counted from each cohort planted as they 
were being loaded from the truck to the deployment vessel (again taking no more than 5 
shells from any one bag), otherwise the method remained the same. Three hundred were 
taken instead of two hundred because in 2007, 300 bushels were planted at a time as 
opposed to 200 bushels planted at a time in 2006. The number of sample shells was 
increased to maintain the same ratio of 1 sample shell per planted bushel as was the 
precedent in 2006. This calculation was done for each of the 29 sets completed in 2007. 
Water temperature and salinity at the time of setting were again collected at each site for 
each set.
In both years, for each set performed at a setting station, a parallel larval setting 
assay was also performed at constant temperature (27±2°) and at site specific salinity at 
the Virginia Institute of Marine Science oyster hatchery. The purpose of the assay was to
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assess the quality of larvae in a more controlled setting than was possible in the remote 
field sets. By completing these assays, the relative performance of the larvae was known, 
and could be ruled out, or implicated, as a factor in poor setting. The setting assay was 
imperative to objectively evaluate the remote setting rates at the sites to ensure that they 
were primarily a function of the setting process and not the quality of larvae.
Larval setting assays were performed in a downweller setting apparatus using 
micro-cultch (crushed oyster shell approximately 300pm in size), commonly used for the 
production of single spat. Each assay consisted of triplicate setting boxes in a common 
40 liter tank. Each screened box received 25ml of micro-cultch that was spread as 
settlement substrate evenly on the bottom. Tanks were filled with filtered seawater and 
adjusted with deionized fresh water to match the salinity of the setting facility. Water 
treatment consisted of sand, ultraviolet, and charcoal filtration.
Larvae for use in the setting assays were obtained by retaining a small portion 
from each cohort set in the field. For transport, larvae were rapped in a Nytex screen and 
moist paper towel, put into a Ziploc bag and maintained in a cooler at 4-7°C until setting 
at the hatchery, usually within 2-4 hours of field setting. Prior to setting, assay larvae 
were allowed to acclimate, split into three equal volumes, counted, then added to the 
prepared downwellers. Twenty five milliliters of micro-cultch was added to each 
downweller as a settlement substrate. In 2006 approximately fifteen thousand larvae 
were added to each downweller screen. Using fifteen thousand larvae often resulted in a 
large number of spat (-3,000-5,000) to be counted. In 2007, because of approximately 
45 scheduled sets compared to 18 in 2006, the number of eyed larvae per downweller was 
decreased to approximately five thousand to reduce the number of resulting spat (-500- 
1,000) to be counted.
Spat were grown to a size sufficient for counting in triplicate upwellers (sieved on 
a 2mm screen). Upwellers are a commonly used nursery for oyster spat consisting of a 
number of cylinders with screened bottoms contained within a large common tank. The 
upweller cylinders hold small oyster seed on the appropriately sized screen and are 
plumbed such that water entering the common tank travels up through the screen, past the 
spat, and then out of the system. The directed flow of water past the spat provides 
nutrition for the growing spat. Food was that which occurred in ambient water and
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therefore may have fluctuated between cohorts each season. Spat were in the upweller 
system from approximately 750 Dm to 2mm in size for a period of one to three weeks.
In 2007, mean shell height of each larval cohort was measured at the time of the 
control set.
Growth
Growth data were collected at 2006 plant sites only. Of the six sites, three were 
replicated and three were not. Whether sites were replicated or not was determined by 
ease of access to sampling apparatus. The replicated sites were in relatively shallow 
water (1-2 meters) and could be accessed by wading. The non-replicated sites were in 
deeper water (>3 meters) and could only be accessed by diving. Dive sampling was 
conducted by a third party (VMRC). The non-replicated plant sites include the Ware 
River reef, Drumming Ground, and Temple Bay. Replicated plant sites included a low 
(9-1 lppt), medium (13-15ppt) and high (15-18ppt) salinity reef, respectively: the Honest 
Point reef (Public Ground #77) in the Coan River, the Pungoteague Creek reef, and 
Palace Bar in the Piankatank River (Table 1.2).
At the three replicated plant sites, three, one-meter square open-top sampling 
cages were placed on the bottom with approximately 1000 randomly selected shells per 
cage for each set planted at that site. At Pungoteague Creek a total of nine cages were 
placed, three cages for each of three separate sets. At Honest Point, a total of six cages 
were placed, three cages for each of two sets. At the Coan River reef, a total of six cages 
were placed, three cages for each of two sets. At the three non-replicated sites, only one 
cage per set was placed. At Temple Bay and Ware River, four cages were placed, each 
site receiving four sets. At Drumming Ground three cages were placed for three sets 
planted there.
Growth was measured at four intervals: 1) deployment, 2) post-deployment (one -  
two weeks after planting), 3) pre-winter (late November to early December), and 4) one 
year (late summer 2007). At each sampling interval shell height of 100 oysters from each 
planted cohort was measured.
Survival
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Survival was measured at three intervals: 1) post-deployment (one -  two weeks 
after planting), 2) pre-winter (late November to early December), and 3) one year (late 
summer 2007). Survival data were collected for all sampling intervals in 2006. In 2007 
survival was only measured at the post-deployment interval. Estimates of survival were 
calculated from spat per shell counts from the same cages described above from which 
growth was measured. At each sampling interval, the number of spat alive on each of 
100 cultch shells from each sampling cage was enumerated. Therefore the number of 
spat per shell was counted on 300 shells for the replicated sites, and 100 shells for the 
non-replicated sites.
Data analysis
Setting
Basic descriptive statistics were calculated including mean, range, standard 
deviation, and confidence interval for setting data. Site specific setting performance was 
assessed using a setting performance indicator (SPI) defined as the mean of the site 
specific remote setting rate (RSR) divided by the mean of its appropriate assay setting 
rate (ASR) the latter being the rate at the VIMS hatchery.
SPI = (1)
ASR
The setting performance indicator allows for a relative comparison of the effective setting 
performance among sites taking into account variation in overall larval quality between 
larval cohorts. Assuming the control represents the maximum potential of a larval 
cohort, SPI=1 is perfect setting performance. Note that SPI does not necessarily measure 
competency since larvae used for controls had more time to settle -  by virtue of dwelling 
in the setting boxed for, on average, 14 days, than did larvae in field tanks. Therefore 
variation in performance among sites may be confounded by the competence of a larval 
cohort. The level of competence of larvae coming from commercial hatcheries, however,
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will always be variable, so the data here represent likely estimates of “industry setting” at 
this point in the evolution of spat-on-shell.
Effect of temperature and salinity on setting rate was assessed using regression 
analysis. Correlation between control setting rate and field setting rate was analyzed 
using Pearson product-moment correlation to consider the effect of larval quality on 
remote setting rate. The effect of larval size, a loose proxy for competence, on field 
setting rate was analyzed using Pearson product-moment correlation.
Growth
In an effort to put observed growth in a useful context for the feasibility model, 
growth data were used to fit three models as a means to predict the approximate time 
oysters will reach harvestable size. Models used include von Bertalanffy (1938), simple 
linear, and Bosch and Shabman (1990). The von Bertalanffy and simple linear were used 
for comparison to other studies on oyster growth utilizing these same models 
(Southworth et al. in prep, Rothschild et al. 1994, Cardenas and Aranda 2007, Coakley 
2004). The Bosch and Shabman model was used because it was parameterized using 
Virginia oyster data and is able to incorporate seasonal growth.
Combined (all sites) mean population growth curves (age in years, shell height in 
mm) were fitted using the von Bertalanffy (1938) shell height-at-age model with 
nonlinear least squares regression. The von Bertalanffy model equation is:
SH, = S H ^ (  (2)
where SHt is shell height at time t, SHmax is maximum shell height, to is shell height at 
time zero, and k is the rate at which maximum shell height is approached.
A simple linear model was also fit to observed growth data using linear least 
squares regression. The model equation is:
SHA =mA + a0 (3)
where SHa is shell height at age A, m is the slope of the line, A is the age in years, and ao 
is the shell height at age zero.
Finally, the Bosch and Shabman (1990) monthly growth model was adapted to the 
observed growth data. The model equation is:
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(4)
Where Wt is the weight of the oyster at the end of month t, W0 is the weight at the 
beginning of month t, e is the base of natural logarithms, a* represents one of twelve 
monthly growth parameters, bj accounts for salinity regime, and Ck reduces growth rate as 
the weight at the beginning of the season increases (parameter value in Table 1.3). Shell 
height was transformed to weight using the following equation:
predicted shell height (Bosch and Shabman 1990).
Survival
Interval and cumulative survival were calculated using the mean number of spat 
per shell at each sampling interval. To predict cumulative survival out to the time of 
harvest for use in the feasibility model, exponential and Weibull survival functions were 
fit using the observed survival data. A one parameter exponential function is not able to 
adequately incorporate the large mortality observed during the post-deployment interval 
and therefore includes an intercept. The exponential model equation is:
where St is survival at time t, So is survival at time zero, e is the base of natural 
logarithms, X is the scale parameter, and t is the age of the oyster. Because of the 
inability of the exponential function to adequately incorporate the large post-deployment 
mortality, the Wiebull function was also used. The Wiebull model equation is:
where St is survival at time t, e is the base of natural logarithms, X is the scale parameter, 
and y is the shape parameter (Wiebull 1951).
LN(W)=-6.9944+2.53526LN(SH) (5)
where W is the weight predicted by the model, LN is the natural logarithm and SH is the
S = S e  ^t • 0 (6)
(7)
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RESULTS
Setting
Exploratory frequency distribution analysis was performed on settled spat per 
shell data using Anderson-Darling (A-D) goodness of fit tests. Prior to analysis, spat per 
shell data were transformed by adding one to each data point for distribution testing. In 
2006, the data best fit a lognormal distribution (A2=14.591, p<0.005), though it did not 
meet the critical value for a lognormal distribution (A =0.752 at a=0.05) (Unless 
otherwise stated, a=0.05). In 2007, the data best fit a Weibull distribution (A2= 123.594, 
p<0.010), though they were not substantially different from a lognormal distribution 
(A2=127.675, p<0.005). Similar to 2006, the critical value for the Weibull function was 
not satisfied (A =0.757 at a=0.05). The combined data set for both years best fit a 
lognormal distribution (A =121.561, p<0.005) with a Weibull having the second best fit 
(A2= l70.260, p<0.010) (Figure 1.2). Despite a non-significant fit to the lognormal 
distribution, it is the best relative fit. This distribution suggests that there are many more 
shells with few or no oysters on them than shells with many oysters on them. Given the
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Figure 1.2: Regular (top) and cumulative (bottom) frequency distribution of spat of C. 
virginica per shell at planting. SPS is spat per shell. Plotted data are for all sets at all 
sites (n=10,109 from 47 sets).
relatively low setting rates observed in this study, this is expected as poor remote sets are 
characterized by many shells with no spat attached.
Remote setting rate range was large 0-24% with a mean of 7% for both years. 
Assay setting rate range was also large, 1-80% with a mean of 24% for both years. Mean 
setting rate in 2006 was 9±6% (mean ± standard deviation, SD) with a 95% confidence 
interval of ±3%, whereas in 2007 it was lower at 6±3% with a 95% confidence interval of 
1% (Figure 1.3). The range among remote setting rates was large, from 1% to 24% in 
2006 and 0% to 12% in 2007. Assay setting rates differed significantly between years 
(t=-2.89, p=.006). In contrast to field setting rate however, assays were higher in 2007 
than 2006 with a mean and confidence interval of 18±3% in 2006 and 28±6% in 2007 
(Figure 1.3). Assay setting rate ranged from 2% to 35% in 2006 and 1% to 80% in 2007.
There was no significant correlation between assay setting rate and remote setting 
rate (PPMC=0.068, p=0.656); however, larval cohorts that performed poorly (<5% set) in 
the setting assay always performed poorly (<5% set) in the respective remote set. Larval 
cohorts that performed well in the setting assay, however, did not always perform well in 
the respective remote set (Figure 1.4).
The setting site performance indicator (SPI) was calculated for 2006 and 2007 
(Figure 1.5). In 2006, the Urbanna facility performed best (SPI=0.97) while the 
Lottsburg facility performed worst (SPI=0.06). The best performance in 2006 was 
coupled with moderate salinity of 15-16ppt. In 2007, the Weems facility performed the 
best (SPI=0.49) with the Suffolk station performing the worst (SPI = 0.11). As in 2006, 
the best performance was in moderate salinities, however, this relationship is not as 
pronounced in 2007.
Regression analysis of the effect of temperature on remote setting rate in 2007
yielded no significant relationship (R2=0.042, p=0.287. Regression analysis of the effect
•  • * 2of salinity on remote setting rate suggests a weak negative relationship (R =0.151%,
p=0.037) in 2007 (Figure 1.6). In 2006 this relationship was positive, but much weaker 
and not significant (R2=0.066, p=0.303).
In 2007, larval shell height was measured as an approximation of larval 
competency. There was a significant positive correlation between larval shell height and 
remote setting rate (PPMC=0.502, p=0.008 (Figure 1.7).
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Figure 1.3: Box plot of remote setting rate (Field) and assay setting rate (Assay) of C. 
virginica for 2006 and 2007. Boxes represent interquartile range, symbol inside box is 
the mean, and whiskers represent range minus any outliers denoted by the asterisks.
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Figure 1.4: Remote setting rate vs. assay setting rate of C. virginica for 2006 and 2007.
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Salinity Effect on Remote Setting Rate
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Figure 1.6: Effect of salinity on remote setting rate of C.virgincia. Lines represent trends 
in respective data sets for 2006 (solid line) and 2007 (broken line). In 2006 there was a 
non-significant, weak, positive relationship between higher salinity at time of setting and 
higher remote setting rate (R2=0.07). In 2007 there was a non-significant, weak, negative 
relationship between higher salinity at time of setting and lower remote setting rate 
(R2=0.15).
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Larval Shell Height Effect on Remote Setting Rate
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Figure 1.7: Effect of larval shell height on remote setting rate of C. virignica. Larval 
shell height is used here as a proxy for larval competency. Line represents linear trend 
(R2=25%). Significance of regression can not be estimated since there is error in the 
dependent variable. There was however a significant Pearson product moment 
correlation (0.502, p=0.008).
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Growth
Of the six sites where growth was measured, only four were analyzed in depth. 
Coan River growth was omitted from analysis due to unmatched, fast growth during the 
period prior to pre-winter sampling (mean growth of 0.30±0.08 [SD] mm per day relative 
to a mean of 0.16±0.09mm per day across all other sites) followed by extremely slow 
growth between the pre-winter and one year sampling intervals (mean growth of 
0.08±0.01mm per day relative to a mean of 0.13±0.01mm per day across all other sites).
Also omitted was the first planted cohort at Temple Bay. After production of this 
cohort, set oysters were found to be triploid. Triploid, rather than diploid, larvae were 
sent to the station by mistake by the hatchery. Interestingly, this triploid cohort had a 
mean shell height more than 1 Omm greater after one year than the mean of the other two 
cohorts (~55mm) planted on the same ground. Note that the triploid cohort was planted 
first and may have gained some growth advantage as a result.
Ware River growth data were omitted from certain analyses due to the lack of 
data at year one. Sometime after the pre-winter sampling interval, the sampling cages 
were buried by shifting sediments, destroying the oysters contained within.
Mean shell height of all planted cohorts was between 1mm and 6mm at the time 
of planting. By one year mean shell height for all planted cohorts was 50mm with a 
range of 47mm to 58mm (Figure 1.8). Mean growth rate was measured as millimeters of 
growth per day across the four sampling intervals and across all sites (Figure 1.9). There 
was no significant difference in growth rate among sites and therefore shell height-at-age 
analysis was performed on the combined data set.
Shell height at age analysis was performed using the von Bertalanffy (1938) 
model. The Porch et al. (2002) model was also attempted because of its ability to 
accommodate change in k (the rate at which the organism approaches its maximum or 
asymptotic size) and its ability to account for seasonally dependent growth, both of which 
make it an exceptional candidate for use on oyster growth. However, there was limited
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Figure 1.9: Mean daily growth of oysters at sites with complete (planting to one year) 
data sets. Data sets with missing or suspect data (incomplete data sets) were excluded 
from this analysis. There was no significant difference in growth rate among sites. Error 
bars are standard deviation.
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data for shell height in older age classes and, therefore, data were insufficient for 
estimating Porch parameters with confidence. Truncated age distribution (lack of old, 
large animals), also confounds the von Bertalanffy (1938) estimation because the 
predicted maximum size (Loo) relies heavily on the oldest animals within the data set. 
Using the combined data set, estimated von Bertalanffy parameters were: La>=66.93±5.78 
(parameter estimate ± standard error), k=1.44±0.29, to=0.048±0.01 (R2=96.2%) and are 
plotted in Figure 1.10. Estimates are unrealistic however, as Loo is ten millimeters shy of 
even a market size animal (76mm).
A linear model was also used to estimate shell height at age analysis. The linear 
model can be considered a high estimate, as it does not accommodate any slowing in 
growth rate with age. Using the combined data set, estimated linear parameters were: 
m=45.18±0.99 and ao=0.99±0.52 (R2=97.5%) and are plotted in Figure 1.11. This model 
suggests a planted cohort would reach mean market size in one year and eight months. 
The mean shell height at two years of age would be approximately 90mm relative to the 
von Bertalanffys prediction of approximately 60mm. The true mean size at age two 
likely falls between these two estimates.
The Bosch and Shabman (1990) model was adapted to fit the planting time, size, 
and salinity regime of the observed data. Parameter values are displayed in table 1.3. 
Planting time was set to be July 1 for all cohorts. The model does not have Ck parameter 
values for oysters weighing less than 3.0g or less than 24mm in shell height, but mean 
starting shell height here is 3mm. To account for this a larger Ck value was used that 
allowed the growth curve to follow observed data below 24mm shell height. The 
parameter value used when shell height was less than 24mm was Ck=10.82. It was also 
necessary to increase bj (0.7) beyond that which was suggested for salinities greater than 
13ppt (0.595) in order to adequately fit the observed data. While in this case the 
observed data were not used statistically to estimate the parameters of the Bosch and 
Shabman function, it was developed in the Virginia portion of Chesapeake Bay for wild 
caught seed, which approximates conditions for spat-on-shell. Predicted growth using 
this function, given the parameters described above is displayed in figure 1.12.
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Shell Height at Age
■ Temple Bay 
♦ Drumming Ground 
x  Milford Haven 
x  Ware River 
o Pungoteague Cr.
•x
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Figure 1.10: Von Bertalanffy shell height-at-age curve for all sites combined. Shell 
height is predicted to 5 years. Parameter estimates ±SE: Loo=66.93±5.78, k=1.44±0.29, 
to=0.048±0.01 (R2=96.2%).
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Shell Height at Age
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Figure 1.11: Linear shell height at age estimation, predicted to 3 years. This is assumed 
to be an over-prediction as it is not plausible to assume linear growth to age 3. Parameter 
estimates ±SE: m=45.18±0.99 and ao=0.99±0.52 (R2=97.5%).
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Figure 1.12: Bosch and Shabman growth curve parameterized to fit observed growth 
data. Parameter values were used as defined by Table 1.3. Ck=10.82 was used for 
animals less than 3 grams.
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Table 1.3. Parameter tables from Bosch and Shabman 1990 for use in the growth model 
derived in figure 1.12. Weight is grams wet weight.
Month Parameter value (ad
January 0
Febuary 0
March 0
April 0.021
May 0.221
June 0.323
July 0.178
August 0.108
September 0.106
October 0.077
November 0.052
December 0.012
Weight Annual Growth Rate (C|J
3.0-4.9 2.82
5.0-9.99 2.32
10.0-19.99 1.82
20.0-29.99 1.4
30.0-39.99 1.11
40.0-49.99 0.83
50.0-59.99 0.75
60.0-69.99 0.62
70.0-79.99 0.54
80.0-89.99 0.41
>_90.0 0.36
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Survival
Interval and cumulative survival were measured at each of the 2006 plant sites 
with the exception the Ware River, for which data only exists until the pre-winter sample 
when sampling cages were buried. Post-deployment survival (PDS) was important 
because at times it was low. Mean PDS was measured in 2006 and 2007 with a 
combined mean of 62±29% (±SD). PDS was highly variable both within and among 
sites and ranged from greater than 100% (obviously a result of sampling error) to 1%. 
There was a substantial, though non-significant difference between mean PDS in 2006 
(41 ±21%) and in 2007 (74±26%).
Mean cumulative survival across sites was modeled using exponential and 
Weibull functions (Figure 1.13). Parameter estimates for the exponential function were 
so=0.41±0.11 and -A,=0.44±0.01 (±SE) with R2=0.13. The Weibull function more 
accurately fit the data (R2=0.80) due to its ability to accommodate low survival during 
the post-deployment interval. Weibull parameter estimates are ?t=0.67±0.14 and 
y=0.12±0.05. The Weibull model was also used to estimate site specific cumulative
•  9survival for all sites. Site specific Weibull parameter estimates and R values can be 
found in Table 1.4 and are plotted in Figure 1.14. Whereas growth did not vary greatly 
among sites, site specific Weibull estimates for survival do.
Initial observations of the data suggested that survival was related to spat density, 
and exhibited density dependent survival to one year. Specifically, although counts of 
spat per shell were highly variable at planting, spat per shell at one year was similar 
across all sites (Figure 1.15). Lower survival was found to be significantly correlated 
(a=0.1) to higher planting density per shell (-0.469, p=0.09). To evaluate the possibility 
of density dependence, mean oysters per shell at one year was plotted against mean spat 
per shell at planting (Figure 1.16). If survival was density independent a linear function 
with a y-intercept near zero would have the best fit; however, the best fit for the complete 
data set is a logarithmic function (R2=0.54, linear function: R2=0.44), suggesting that 
plantings with low density of spat per shell have disproportionately higher survival than 
those with high density at planting. The Rappahannock River (Drumming Ground and 
Temple Bay) plantings were assessed separately with the most appropriate fit a linear 
function with a y-intercept of 4.07 (R =0.05, or 0.85 after removal of a single
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Table 1.4: Weibull parameter estimates for curves displayed in Figure 1.14, standard 
errors and R2 for each site individually.
Plant Site XSE y y SE R2
Temple Bay 
Coan R.
Drumming Ground 
Ware R.
Pungoteague Cr. 
Rappohanock R. 
(Temple Bay and 
Drumming Ground)
0.7143 
0.3635 
did not conv< 
0.3652 
0.8813 
1.0902
0.4440
0.0950
0.0960
0.2375
0.1454
0.0576
66.59%
97.51%
*rge--------
0.1373
0.1146
0.2958
0.2103
0.1488
0.0020
0.1254
0.0288
0.0642
92.92%
99.71%
76.85%
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Density Dependent Survival
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Figure 1.15: Mean number of spat per shell at planting and at one year sampling 
intervals. Survival is low on shells where spat density is high. Data are for the 2006 
cohort. Error bars are one standard deviation.
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Density Dependent Survival
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Figure 1.16: Oysters per shell at one year vs. spat per shell at planting. The solid line is a 
logarithmic function fit to all sites combined (R =53%). The broken line is a linear 
function fit to Temple Bay and Drumming Ground only, both located in the 
Rappahannock River (R2=5%, 85% without the outlier). Data are for the 2006 cohort.
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outlier). A non-zero y-intercept and minimal slope (0.02) suggest that an increase in spat 
per shell at deployment does not translate to an equal increase in oyster per shell at one 
year, and therefore survival is lower with higher spat per shell densities at planting. The 
observed data for the Pungoteauge Creek follows a similar trend as the Rappahannock.
In summary, the inability of these data to fit a linear function with a near zero intercept, 
suggests that survival of spat-on-shell to one year may by dependent on inter-shell 
density (i.e. the density of spat on a single shell) with higher survival associated with 
lower inter-shell density. This relationship may be the result of an underling adult-size, 
inter-shell carrying capacity that is approached with age.
DISCUSSION 
Setting
Remote setting rate was highly variable. The mean for remote setting rates 
observed in this study was 7%±5% (SD), ranging from 0%-24%. Mean remote setting 
rate for C. gigas generally falls in the range of 15-25% (Jones and Jones 1988, Nosho and 
Chew 1991, Henderson 1983). Mean remote setting rate for C. virginica at a small 
setting facility in New Hampshire for one year was 16.65% (Greene and Grizzle 2005). 
The University of Maryland’s Horn Point Laboratory has a large scale C. virginica 
remote setting operation in Cambridge Maryland, which had a mean remote setting rate 
of approximately 8% in 2006 and 14% in 2007, but greater than 20% in 2008 (Tobash- 
Alexander unpublished data). Clearly, greater success is possible with C. virginica but 
currently remains low for Virginia.
An unpublished study completed at the University of Maryland’s Horn Point 
Laboratory oyster hatchery facility suggests that spat-on-shell counted without 
microscopic aid at sizes smaller than 3-4mm is subject to significant error (Don Meritt, 
Hatchery Program Director, Univ. of MD, pers. comm.). In some cases, three times as 
many spat were counted with the use of a microscope as were counted using the naked-
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eye. In light of this recent study it is possible that enumeration of spat per shell at 
planting was underestimated. This would mean that survival values are also lower than 
the true value. This however does not affect the feasibility conclusions drawn in the next 
section, and suggests that remote setting rate in Virginia may be higher than is reported 
here.
Frequency distribution of spat per shell most closely resembled a log normal 
distribution (Figure 1.2). This is due to the high frequency of shells with few spat per 
shell and relatively infrequent occurrences of high numbers of spat per shell. Jones and 
Jones (1988) report frequency of a typical set of C. gigas as 7% of shells with 0-5 spat, 
14% with 6-10, 26% with 11-20, 40% with 21-60, and 13% with greater than 61 spat per 
shell. This is certainly not typical of sets observed in this study where 47% of shells had 
0-5 spat, 21% had 6-10, 16% had 11-20, 15% had 21-60 and 1% had greater than 61 spat 
per shell.
Low assay setting rate (<5% set) was able to predict low remote setting rate (<5% 
set), however, high assay setting rate was not able to predict high remote setting rate.
The assay setting rate was, however useful in assessing relative site performance. The 
setting performance indicator (SPI), measured how the remote setting rate at any given 
station compared to the assay setting rate of larvae used. This was useful in comparing 
performance of sites despite variation in the performance among larval cohorts. While 
the variation in remote setting rate across sites made it impossible to discern any 
significant patterns, there was a tendency toward higher site performance at medium 
salinities around 15ppt, particularly in 2006 (Figure 1.5). Larvae produced came from 
hatcheries with salinity generally between 15ppt and 20ppt and therefore the increased 
success at medium salinities may be due to reduced osmotic shock of larvae set there.
In 2007, mean shell height of eyed larvae at the time of setting was measured for 
each larval cohort. This measure was used as a practical proxy for competence. This is 
the measure used in hatcheries to manage “harvest” of eyed larvae, typically by 
employing a particular screen size corresponding to a particular shell height to harvest 
larvae from the culture. In the case of C. virginica in Chesapeake Bay this is often a 
212pm screen for diploid larvae which translates to retention of larvae exceeding 300pm 
shell height. The mean shell height of larvae set in 2007 was 299.7pm. There was a
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significant positive correlation between larval shell height and remote setting rate 
(Pearson Product Moment Correlation (PPMC)=0.502, p=0.008 (Figure 1.7) suggesting 
that competency as assessed by size is important to remote setting rate and larger larvae 
generally set at higher rates. In all cases where mean larval shell height was below 
300pm, remote setting rate was below 8%. This underscores the importance of producing 
healthy, highly competent eyed larvae for remote setting to obtain consistently high 
remote setting rates.
Growth
Growth observed in this study fell within the range reported by other growth 
studies in Chesapeake Bay. Four studies were compared to the data in this study, 
including two from the Maryland portion of the Chesapeake Bay (Rothschild et al. 1994 
and Coakley 2004), one from the Mexican portion of the Gulf of Mexico (Cardenas and 
Arandas 2007), and one study similar to this study, where triploid spat-on-shell produced 
via remote setting were grown out in an area very near the station 1 plant site in the 
Yecomico R. (Southworth et al. in prep). Growth observed in this study falls somewhere 
in the middle with faster growth than the two Maryland studies and slower growth than 
the Gulf of Mexico and triploid studies. It is expected that growth estimates in Maryland 
are reduced by lower salinity and a shortened growing season compared to Virginia, and 
growth is faster in the Gulf of Mexico due to higher salinity and an extended growing 
season. Faster growth also is expected in triploids spat because of inherently faster 
growth in triploid oysters (Allen and Downing 1986, Shpigel et al. 1992, Frank-Lawale, 
ABC in prep). Figure 1.17 compares these functions to the linear, von Bertalanffy and 
Bosch and Shabman functions derived from this study. Linear models (Southworth et.al 
and this study) are truncated as it is nonsensical to assume linear growth of oysters over a 
five year time period. The Southworth et al. linear model is truncated at 1.5 years as this 
is when sampling stopped. The linear model from this study is truncated at two years, 
and even then is likely to be an overestimate of shell height at age two.
From the growth analyses performed in this study, and compared to the models 
above, spat-on-shell planted in 2006 is likely to reach harvestable size in two and a half 
years or three growing seasons. This estimate is based on the mean shell height of a
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harvestable cohort being approximately 90mm. Legal harvest size of oysters in 
Chesapeake Bay is three inches or 76mm, however, a planted cohort of spat-on-shell, 
with a mean shell height of 76mm, consists of roughly only 50% of market size oysters 
assuming a normal distribution of shell heights. By considering 90mm the mean size at 
which a cohort is deemed harvestable, given a standard deviation of 17mm at least 80% 
of that cohort is market size, at SD=11mm, 90% of that cohort is market size.
The possibility exists to harvest from a planted cohort multiple times and only 
taking the market size animals each time. In this scenario, a producer could likely 
harvest approximately 25% of a cohort at the end of the second growing season or one 
and a half years given a mean of 68±12mm (±SD) assuming a normal distribution. At 
two years assuming a mean of 80±14mm another 37% would be market size, and at 2.5 
years assuming a mean of 90±17mm another 18% would be market size leaving 
approximately 20% still on bottom. In this hypothetical scenario standard deviation is 
made to increase with time assuming that the spread of the distribution increases over 
time. These calculations do not however, account for mortality throughout grow-out or 
affects from multiple harvests.
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Survival
Post-deployment survival (PDS), measured at 1-2 weeks after planting was 
significant with a project mean of 63%. One week survival reported in the literature for 
spat attached to shell ranges from 0-64% (Roegner 1991, Roegner and Mann 1995, 
Newell 2000, Wallace et al. 1999, Southworth et al. in prep). Note that survival is 
subject to the accuracy of initial spat- per-shell counts and may be have been 
underestimated as discussed previously.
Survival at post-deployment is critical in that it has a disproportionately large 
affect on cumulative survival. There was a substantial, though not statistically significant 
difference in mean PDS in 2006 (41%) relative to 2007 (74%). This was at first assumed 
to be density dependent survival where the higher mean number of spat per shell in 2006 
(12.5) had a negative effect on survival, which was subsequently relaxed in 2007 given 
the lower mean number of planted spat per shell (5.7). If the mean number of spat per 
shell at the post-deployment sampling interval is plotted versus the mean number of spat 
per shell at planting however, data sets for both years best fit a linear function with a y- 
intercept near zero suggesting that they are encountering differing survival in respective 
years, but without any density dependent effect (Figure 1.18). A more plausible 
explanation may be the change in planting sites between years (Figure 1.1). All planting 
sites, with the exception of the Nansemond R. site (at which only one cohort was planted) 
were located further north in 2007. The more northern, lower salinity plant sites may 
have incurred less xanthid crab predation as these planting areas are approaching the 
xanthid lower salinity limit of lOppt (Schwartz and Cargo 1960). There is no reason 
however to suggest that S. ellipticus and C. sapidus should be present in dissimilar 
densities relative to that at the 2006 sites.
Cumulative survival was predicted using the Weibull function. When data from 
spat per shell at one year was plotted on oysters per shell at one year, each site seemed to 
be following an independent trajectory and therefore survival was also predicted using 
the Weibull function for each site separately (Figure 1.14). The variation among sites 
was used to obtain a mean and range of survival at market size. At two and a half years,
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Density Independent Survival to Post-Deployment
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Figure 1.18: Density independent survival to 1-2 weeks of age for all planted cohorts. 
Solid trend line is for 2006, broken trend line is for 2007. Because linear functions 
intercept the y-axis near zero, survival is density independent.
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or three growing seasons, predicted cumulative survival of planted spat-on-shell ranged 
from 33.0% in the Rappahannock R. to 8.8% in Pungoteague Cr. with a mean of 21.0%. 
Southworth et al. (in prep) observed 25% survival of 16 month old triploid spat-on-shell 
in the Yecomico River. Bosch and Shabman (1990) estimated survival for wild seed 
planted in the Virginia portion of Chesapeake Bay at 14% in the 1960s, 16% in the 70s, 
and 19% in the 80s.
Density dependent survival to one year was examined after observation of similar 
counts of spat per shell at one year with very dissimilar spat per shell counts at planting 
(Figure 1.15). For example, considering just those cohorts planted in the Rappahannock 
R. (Temple Bay and Drumming Ground, n=7), mean spat per shell (±SD) at planting was 
19.1±11.6, whereas mean spat per shell at one year was 4.5±1.2. Notice in particular, the 
disproportionately lower standard deviation in the one year mean compared to the 
planting mean suggesting that there may be an underlying carrying capacity of oysters 
per shell that is being approached. This may not necessarily be a specific carrying 
capacity in terms of individuals per shell, but may vary negatively with increasing 
biomass upon a single shell.
It is apparent that sites are experiencing differential survival. Figure 1.16 plots 
oysters per shell at one year on spat per shell at planting. Particularly interesting are the 
cohorts planted in the Rappahannock R. and Pungoteague Cr., which appear to be 
incurring density dependent survival. If survival was density independent, points would 
fall on a straight line with an intercept near zero. This is not the case for the 
Rappahannock R. or Pungoteague Cr. data which plot along nearly horizontal lines with 
non-zero intercepts and depict similar inter-shell spat density at one year whether inter­
shell spat density was high or low at the time of planting. Therefore, survival is density 
dependent with higher survival associated with lower initial (planting) density. This is 
important to the economics of remote setting in that using more larvae to set more oysters 
per shell may actually be disadvantageous as with higher number of oysters per shell 
comes lower survival and therefore proportionally less resulting spat for the money spent.
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CONCLUSION
Remote setting rate was highly variable with a range of 0-24% and a mean of 7%. 
Of those factors measured that affect remote setting, competency (by proxy of shell 
height of eyed larvae) was the most highly correlated. The availability of large quantities 
of highly competent eyed larvae will be essential to high and consistent remote setting 
rate.
Grow-out of oysters to market size oysters (>76mm) of about 80% of a planted 
cohort was estimated to be approximately 30 months for diploid spat-on-shell. As an 
alternative to harvesting an entire cohort at one time, market size oysters could likely be 
harvested according to the following schedule: 25% at 18 months, 37% at 24 months, and 
18% at 30 months for a total of 80% harvested by 30 months. Growth to one year did not 
vary significantly among sites.
Estimates of survival to market size did vary among sites with a range of 8-30% 
and a mean of 21% across all sites. Post-deployment mortality was often high with a 
project mean of 64% and a range of 14% to greater than 100% (assumed sampling error). 
There was a non-significant difference in post deployment survival with a mean in 2006 
of 42% relative to a mean of 74% in 2007. Density dependent survival is suspected in at 
least the Drumming Ground, Temple Bay, and Pungoteague Creek planting sites where 
higher spat per shell densities at planting was correlated with lower survival to one year. 
In addition, despite very dissimilar densities of spat per shell at planting among cohorts, 
densities of oysters per shell among cohorts at one year were very similar suggesting 
possible site-specific carrying capacity of oysters per shell.
If the results of this study are typical for other years and places, then remote 
culture is possible in Virginia. The next step is to assess whether remote culture is 
economically feasible given the constraints imposed by the biology.
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FUTURE WORK (pertaining to the biology of remote setting)
While this study has shed light on the possibility of remote culture as an oyster 
production method in Virginia, it has also raised several questions that warrant attention. 
First, the variable nature of remote setting rate adds risk to the prospects of remote setting 
as a private venture. Hatcheries producing larvae for the purpose of remote setting must 
be able to produce, with consistency, highly competent eyed larvae. Once there is a large 
and consistent supply of highly competent larvae, experimentation focusing on other 
aspects of the process (at the level of the setting facility) can be manipulated to optimize 
production. Treatment of larvae or the addition of some settlement cue to the setting 
tanks are good starting points for this research. For example, cultchless oyster production 
often utilizes a chemical treatment (epinephrine bath) of larvae to increase the setting rate 
of oysters produced as singles (Coon et al. 1986). This treatment is not applicable to 
spat-on-shell because it triggers metamorphosis without settlement behavior and 
therefore may result in spat not attached to shell. The use of L-dopa however, has been 
shown to induce settlement only, with subsequent metamorphosis when adequate 
substrate is present (Bonar et al. 1990). This larval treatment has been shown to increase 
remote setting rate by as much as 20% (Nosho and Chew 1991).
Post-deployment mortality is the second most significant loss of oysters produced 
for spat-on-shell; however, relatively little is known about what is causing this mortality. 
Studies addressing this point would be beneficial to producers so that they could work at 
maximizing survival during those first few weeks following planting. For example, in 
this study higher survival was observed on plant sites located further north in less saline 
waters. In this less saline water, two of the three primary small oyster predators (S. 
ellipticus and C. sapidus) should still be present in similar quantities to the more saline 
waters. Xanthid crabs, however, may be limited by lower salinity at the 2007 sites 
suggesting that xanthid crab predation may control post-deployment mortality. There is 
also the question of handling of spat-on-shell between removal from the setting tanks and 
planting on the grow-out site and what affect, if any, this has on post-deployment 
survival.
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Although there is some information concerning the use of a nursery for spat-on- 
shell (Wallace et al. 1999, Dr. Don Merritt University of Maryland, Horn Point 
Laboratory., Jones and Jones 1988), this has not been done in Virginia, and considering 
the high variation in survival across sites, it may not be appropriate to rely on data from 
outside of Virginia to determine if this would be a beneficial step.
There is evidence in this study to suggest that spat-on-shell survival is density 
dependent. Observation of this trend is limited by a relatively small data set in this study 
(n=7 for the Rappahannock R.). Verifying and determining to what extent this is widely 
occurring would be very beneficial to a producer. If the density dependent trends 
observed in this study are typical, it would seem that production efficiency could be 
increased by reducing the number of larvae added to the setting tank (assuming a 
consistent supply of highly competent eyed larvae is available). Without more consistent 
setting however, (i.e. similar numbers of spat on each shell) adding fewer larvae to a 
setting tank may result in too many shells with too few spat. These issues must be 
considered in future spat-on-shell work.
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Section II 
Bio-Economic Feasibility of 
Remote Setting
60
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of Section II is to assess economic feasibility of the remote culture 
method of oyster production given the constraints of the biological parameters estimated 
in Section I. This was accomplished by constructing an interactive enterprise budget for 
remote culture in order to evaluate, practically, feasibility of remote culture.
Numerous enterprise budgets exist for various forms of agriculture (Virginia 
Cooperative Extension 2001, Center for Integrated Agricultural Systems 2003, Penn State 
Cooperative Extension 1994), and are not uncommon for aquaculture (Riepe et al. 1993, 
Engle and Stone 1996). Currently, no such enterprise budgets exist for oyster 
aquaculture, although there is currently an enterprise budget under construction for 
intensive, contained oyster aquaculture (Miller in prep).
This analysis will use the results reported in Section I, in addition to results 
reported in this section, pertaining to investment and operating costs for remote culture to 
parameterize the enterprise budget and examine the feasibility of remote culture based on 
those results. The enterprise budget was constructed with emphasis on flexibility, so that 
it might be useful also to interested parties outside of Virginia.
A remote setting facility consists of only a handful of items. Essenital equipment 
includes tank(s), water pump(s), air blower(s), PVC plumbing, a shell cleaner, machinery 
to move shell, and a vessel to plant and harvest oysters. (Reusable shell containers could 
also be included here). A satisfactory site for this equipment would typically include an 
area in close proximity to seawater with plenty of room for cleaning and storing shell.: 
however, considering the current price of waterfront property (>$200,000 per acre in 
Virginia), ideal sites may be limited to those that already have established operations on 
the water. For newcomers, or perhaps entrepreneurial waterman interested in remote 
setting, but with only a slip for his boat and a bottom lease, there are other options.
While waterfront is certainly advantageous, it is not absolutely necessary because tanks 
could, with some work be setup on a barge, or modified to float in the water. Setting 
equipment, a site, in addition to an area of leased bottom for planting spat-on-shell are all 
considered investment costs in this analysis.
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Once a facility is set up, commodities necessary for production include eyed 
larvae, shell (or other form of cultch), cultch containers, electricity, and labor. These 
items are all classified as operating costs.
The objectives of this section are the following:
1. Define a mean and range of the costs associated with remote culture including 
investment and operating.
2. Construct a customizable, predictive model in the form of an enterprise budget 
for remote culture.
3. Compare estimated returns to estimated costs of remote culture to assess 
feasibility.
METHODS 
Cost Estimation
The same ten setting facilities described in Section I were also used to estimate 
costs. Costs of remote culture are broken into two main categories: investment and 
operating. Itemized cost estimates were obtained from each site in order to calculate a 
mean and range of those costs. This will allow for feasibility assessment given best-case, 
worst-case, and plausible scenarios.
Investment Costs
Investment costs were measured via producer interviews, a mailed survey 
(Appendix 2), and from literature. Investment costs include fixed costs for items 
necessary to accomplish remote culture. These items included tanks, pumps, blowers, 
plumbing, shell washer, and any other items associated with the facility. Bottom lease 
and vessel lease costs would also be included here, however, they were not assessed in 
this study because all participants already had these items on hand. It is likely that the 
vast majority of parties interested in remote culture will already have leased bottom and 
vessel(s).
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Operating Costs
Operating costs were measured via observation, interview, survey, and literature 
review. Operating costs included eyed larvae, setting cultch, disposable cultch 
containers, electricity, and labor. Cost estimates are also provided for centrifuged algae 
supplementation even though it was not used by participants in this study. Electricity use 
was estimated based on equipment wattage and duration of use using the following 
equation:
W x  h
EC  = ——-  x kWh (1)
1000
where EC is the total electricity cost in dollars, W is the wattage of the equipment in 
question, h is the number of hours the equipment is used, and kWh is the cost of 
electricity per kilowatt hour.
Labor can be divided into 5 main components: 1) Cultch cleaning and 
containerization, 2) tank loading, 3) tank unloading, 4) planting, and 5) harvest. The 
actually setting process, where larvae are physically added to the tank is negligible. Tank 
loading, tank unloading, and planting were all observed in this study allowing for 
calculation of labor by multiplying the number of men by the number of hours required to 
complete the task. Cultch containerization was not observed and was therefore 
determined through survey and interviews. Oysters planted in this study were not for 
harvest and therefore there are no direct estimates of harvest cost. Most participating 
producers, however, actively harvest oysters from the bottom and therefore were asked to 
estimate this parameter.
Eyed larvae, cultch, algae and disposable cultch containers (plastic-mesh sleeve 
bags) costs are considered fixed and therefore only vary with level of production.
Enterprise Budget Construction
The bio-economic feasibility model was constructed in the form of an annualized 
enterprise budget for remote oyster culture integrating, among others, the biological and
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economic parameters estimated in this study. In general terms, the measure of feasibility 
is positive annual net revenue.
The formulation of the enterprise budget begins with the general formulation: 
ANR = A R -A C  (2)
where ANR is total annual net revenue, AR is total annual revenue, and AC is total 
annual cost.
Total annual revenue is defined by:
AR = Rm+R, (3)
where Rm is revenue from marketed oysters, and Rs is revenue from spat-on-shell sold as 
seed. The separation of these two terms allows for accounting of spat-on-shell sold 
immediately as seed separately from that planted and harvested later as market oysters. 
Seed revenue (R5) is defined by:
Rs = BA mV:- (4)
where Bp is the predicted number of bushels of seed planted, Ps is the proportion of the 
total quantity of spat-on-shell produced that were sold as seed, and mvs is the market 
value of spat-on-shell seed per bushel. Market oyster revenue (Rm) is defined by:
R„ = Bhmv„ (5)
where Bh is the number of bushels harvested, and rnvm is the fair market value of those 
oysters harvested per bushel. Market oyster revenue is dependent on the predicted 
number of bushels harvested (Bh) which is defined by:
O P Vi
B h = - Lf - i  (6)dB
where Op is the number of spat-on-shell oysters produced, Pm is the proportion of the total 
quantity of spat-on-shell produced that was planted on the bottom for future harvest, V is 
the estimated cumulative survival of spat-on-shell from planting to harvest, j is the 
harvest efficiency or ratio of oysters surviving at harvest to oysters captured during 
harvest, de is the count of oysters per bushel at harvest. The count of oysters per bushel 
at harvest (de) is a proxy for harvested oyster size as count varies inversely with size. 
While this size of harvested oysters will likely have an effect on price, the extent of this 
effect is not predicted by the model, but is left to the discretion of the user.
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Total annual cost (AC) is defined by:
AC = F  + L + E+ S + H  (7)
where F is annual facility cost, L is annual lease preparation cost, E is annual eyed larvae 
cost, S is annual setting cost, and H is annual harvest cost. Facility cost (F) is defined by:
F =  '£ & i lc + 'L & t  (8)
£ = t,b ,p ,h  C = z ,w
where t, b, p, h, z, and w are per item costs respectively, for a setting tank (t), blower (b), 
water pump (p), heater (h), appropriate plumbing (z), and a shell washer (w); q is the 
quantity of an item, and 1 is the life of an item. Annual lease preparation (L) is defined 
by:
L = (600sac) + vL + f L (9)
where s is the number of inches of base shell desired, a is the number of acres to be 
planted, c is the cost one bushel of shell, vi is the cost of vessel use if applicable, and fi is 
the cost of fuel. The number of acres (a) is determined by:
“ = Op + dp (10)
where Op is the total number of bushels of oysters produced and dp is the planting density 
in bushels per acre. The cost of eyed larvae (E) is defined by:
B d c
E = ( ^ — )mPv (11)
1,000,000 ’
where Bp is the number of bushels of spat-on-shell to be produced, dy is the density per 
cultch shell that larvae are to be stocked at in the setting tanks, c is the number of shells 
(or cultch) that comprise one bushel, and mpy is the market price for eyed larvae. The 
cost of setting (S) is defined by:
S = ((M + N  + X  + f s +vs + a)k) -  (0k -  kn )C„) (12)
where M, N, and X are the costs of materials, labor, and electricity, respectively, and are 
defined further later, fs and vs are the costs of fuel and vessel use associated with planting 
spat-on-shell, a is the cost of algae fed to larvae in the setting tanks, k is the number of 
sets completed annually, kn is the number of sets during which heaters were in use, and 
Cn is the cost of heater use for one set. Material costs (M) are defined by:
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m  = % a
£ = C , X
(13)
where c and x are the costs of cultch and container material for one set respectively and X 
is the bushel per set capacity of the setting facility. Labor costs are defined by:
N =  (14)
^ - a , P , x , 8
where a, p, x, and labor costs per set for cultch containerization, tank loading, tank 
unloading, and planting respectively, X is the bushel per set capacity of the setting 
facility, and 0 is the labor rate. Electricity costs (X) are defined by:
24W t
X -  V
£ ^ * 1000^
(15)
where b, p, and h are wattage (W) estimates for the blower(s), pump(s), and heater(s) in 
use during the setting process, t  is the number of days the equipment is running for each 
set, \|/ is the electric rate in kilowatt hours, and q is the quantity of each type of equipment 
in use. Cost of feeding centrifuged algae in the setting tanks is defined by;
t „s
a = (16)
where xa is the number of days algae is put into the setting tanks, s  is the amount of paste 
added per feeding in milliliters, and cp is the price of centrifuged algae paste per liter. 
Harvest cost (H) is defined by:
(17)
where i is estimated cost of harvest per bushel, and Bh is the estimated number of bushels 
harvested. Note that Bh accounts for survival and harvest efficiency (Equation 6). The 
combined equation for the enterprise budget is defined below: (18)
ANR =
OvPmVj
mP, + {BpP,mPg)
(
+ ((6 0 0 sa c )+ v I + / i ) +
< £  = i , h , p , h  i  = z , w  )
„  W  „  24 WrT,
+ S  7nnn
£ = c , x  )  ^ = a , p , x , s  j  J0 0 j
k — {{k  — k n) C n) +  i Bh
1,000,000 )mp,
- TS
The enterprise budget described above can be found on the attached CD in Excel 
and PDF formats. The budget user guide can be found in Appendix 2. The model
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Figure 2.1: User interface for the remote culture enterprise budget. See Appendix 1.
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Table 2.1: Parameter values for the three scenarios under which the enterprise budget was 
run. Worst-case, best-case, and plausible scenario parameters were based respectively on 
the minimum, maximum, and mean results of this study. Scenario budget configurations 
were constructed to demonstrate both the utility of the model and a range of possible 
outcomes of remote culture in Virginia. The location column displays the location of 
each variable in the model interface.
Scenario Parameter Values
Location Worst-Case Best-Case Plausible
Biologic
Setting Rate C5 5% 15% 7%
Harvest Year C59 4 2 3
Post-Deployment Survival C44 15% 85% 64%
Cumulative Survival C45 8% 33% 21%
Economic
Labor
Cultch Containerization C28 0.80 0.14 0.32
Tank Loading C29 0.05 0.01 0.03
Tank Unloading C30 0.10 0.02 0.04
Planting C31 0.11 0.01 0.06
Infrastructure J13 $17,750.00 $8300.00 $9,750.00
Harvest C41 $20.00 $2.50 $11.00
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Table 2.3: Summary of setting costs estimated via producer interviews, observation, and 
survey. Listed is the minimum, maximum, and mean of each parameter. These values 
were used in the parameterization of the worst-case, best-case, and plausible enterprise 
budget scenarios.
Setting Costs Summary
Min Max Mean
Total Men 3 9 5.1
Labor Rate 7 7.96 7.37
Man Hours per Bu.
Bagging 0.14 0.80 0.32
Loading 0.01 0.05 0.03
Unloading 0.02 0.10 0.04
Deployment 0.01 0.11 0.06
Total Man Hours per Bu. 0.18 1.05 0.45
Infrastructure Cost $8,300.00 $17,750.00 $9,750.00
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interface is displayed in Figure 2.1. To assess remote culture feasibility given various 
scenarios, a worst-case, best-case, and plausible run of the model was performed using 
the minimum, maximum, and mean, respectively, parameter estimates calculated from 
the biological and economic results. The parameter inputs used for these model runs are 
displayed in Table 2.1. Model runs are available in Appendix 4. Parameters not listed in 
Table 2.1 remained the same for the three model runs.
Those parameters that did not vary among the three model runs are not 
necessarily fixed but will vary among sites and with different production levels. In the 
case of the model runs to generate scenarios, default values were used that reflect the set­
up of a typical facility as observed in this study and are used throughout this section 
unless otherwise noted. The default parameters are displayed in Table 2.2.
Enterprise Budget Sensitivity
A sensitivity analysis was completed to rank relative sensitivity of all model 
parameters. Parameter values for the plausible scenarios were used as initial values for 
the sensitivity analysis. Parameter values were changed individually by intervals of 25% 
from 50% to 150% of the initial value. The gain or loss of net revenue resulting from this 
change in each parameter was calculated and used as the measure of sensitivity. A 
negative value means that as the parameter increases, revenue is lost. Conversely, a 
positive value means revenue is gained as the parameter increases. The absolute value 
was used to rank relative sensitivity. The larger the absolute value, the more sensitive the 
model is to that parameter.
RESULTS 
Cost Estimation
Investment Costs
As setting sites were equipped in this study and assuming a four month (mid-May 
to mid-September) setting season with one set every two weeks for a total of eight sets
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per season, seasonal production capacity is approximately 2400 bushels. A modest 
investment cost of approximately $8,300 to $17,750 covered the infrastructure necessary 
for production at this capacity (Table 2.3). This included necessary infrastructure such as 
tanks, water pumps, air blowers, plumbing, a shell washer, and in some cases heaters.
The variation among sites was due primarily to difference in size or quality of individual 
equipment and the purchase, or not, of tank heaters, which cost approximately $1,100 
(2007 dollars) for a unit sufficient to heat one 3,000 gallon tank.
Infrastructure costs are similar to those reported by Southworth et al (in prep) that 
estimated the cost of a similar setting facility, capable of approximately the same 
seasonal production, at $7,838. This estimate does not include a shell washer or tank 
heaters.
Proportional investment costs for infrastructure elements are approximately as 
follows: 62% for tanks 21% for a shell washer, 9% for blowers, 5% for pumps, and 3% 
for plumbing. The addition of tank heaters changes this to 50% for tanks, 18% for 
heaters, 17% for a shell washer8% for a blower, 4% for a pump, and 3 % for plumbing. 
25% for tanks, 7% for blowers, 4% for water pumps, 9% for heaters, 2% for plumbing, 
and 19% for a shell washer. Setting facility infrastructure costs are minimal, relative to 
remote culture costs, at only 1%. If more mechanized methods were used (i.e. loaders, 
fork lifts, conveyors, etc.) they would also be included here.
Investment costs not included in this analysis are waterfront property, vessel cost, 
or annual lease costs. The cost of waterfront property in Virginia is currently 
approximately 200,000-$300,000 per acre (AndersonBay.com 2008), which may be even 
higher for a site appropriate for remote setting. The minimum cost for a vessel capable of 
transporting spat-on-shell efficiently in calm water is approximately $5,000 to $10,000. 
This estimate is for a large skiff with a working load of 50-75 bushels, however, more 
appropriate spat-on-shell vessels are Chesapeake Bay style deadrise workboats (150 
bushels per load), and bow-deck seed boats (300+ bushels per load depending on vessel 
size). The cost of maintaining a private oyster lease in Virginia is $1.50 per acre annually 
with an initial cost of approximately $600 for application processing and surveying 
(VMRC lease application 2006).
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The possibility of equipping a barge for remote setting is plausible to avoid 
waterfront property costs if available water access is sufficient to load and unload a 
vessel capable of transporting cultch to the setting barge. Note that this adds to the labor 
loading costs. Non-waterfront property would still be necessary for storing equipment 
and cultch, as well as cleaning and containerizing cultch. Associated setting barge costs 
would likely be near $40,000 for new items that would include the barge itself and a 
sufficient generator, in addition to normal setting facility costs described above.
Operating Costs
Operating costs include eyed larvae, cultch, disposable cultch containers, 
electricity, algae, setting labor, and harvest. Of these, the most variable among sites is 
labor. Labor rate among sites had a mean of $7.37 with a range from $7.00 to $7.96. 
Labor associated with the main elements of remote setting includes cultch 
containerization, tank loading and unloading, and planting.
Labor estimates are reported as man-hours per bushel here, and in Table 2.3 and
2.4. Containerization labor had a mean of 0.32 with a range from 0.14 to 0.80. Tank 
loading labor had a mean of 0.03 with a range from 0.01 to 0.05. Tank unloading had a 
mean of 0.04 with a range from 0.02 to 0.10. Planting labor had a mean of 0.06 with a 
range from 0.01 to 0.11. Total mean setting labor was 0.45 with a range from 0.18 to
1.05. Given the mean labor rate, labor cost of remote setting ranged from $1.26 to $7.35 
per bushel with a mean of $3.15.
Operating costs with associated fixed material prices include eyed larvae, cultch, 
cultch containers, and algae. Eyed larvae costs in Virginia are currently $200 per million 
with larvae added to setting tanks in this study at a ratio 100 larvae per cultch shell. Eyed 
larvae cost varies with production level accordingly. Given 700 pieces of cultch per 
bushel and larvae added at a rate of 100 per piece of cultch, eyed larvae costs are $14 per 
bushel.
Oyster shell was the primary cultch used in remote setting observed in this study. 
The cost of oyster shell was estimated at $1 per bushel. Plastic mesh bags used to 
containerize cultch in this study were purchased from Conwed Plastics at approximately 
$52 per 1000 foot roll. Unfinished bag length was approximately 3 to 4 feet for a
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container cost of $0.15 to $0.20 per bag. Given the mean labor rate and the range for 
containerization of 0.14 to 0.80 man hours per bushel, labor cost of bag construction 
ranged from $0.98 to $5.60 per bushel with a mean of $2.24. Assuming a four foot 
unfinished bag length, the complete cost of an unset shell bag ranged from $2.38 to $7.00 
per bushel with a mean of $3.64. Note that costs reported per bushel are actually for two 
half bushel bags. Total mean cost of a set shell bag is $10.18 with a range from $9.11 to 
$12.75
Though disposable cultch containers were used by all setting facilities in this 
study and are included in operating costs, the possibility of re-useable cultch containers 
exists and would be considered an investment cost. A simple analysis suggests that, in 
the long run, re-usable cultch containers in conjunction with increased mechanization 
would reduce the costs associated with spat-on-shell production and planting (Table 2.5). 
Using labor values from the plausible scenario for bag production, and best-estimates for 
cage production, total cost per set for labor was $1,470 for bags and $160 for mechanized 
cage production. Total mechanization costs were estimated at $45,500, primarily for the 
construction of enough stainless steel cages to contain 300 bushels of cultch ($32,000). 
Other mechanization costs were those for conversion of a vessel to plant loose shells 
($5,000), a small, stationary, used crane to move cages in and out of the setting tanks 
($3,500), and a used forklift to move cages as needed ($5,000). Given a life span of 10 
years for the cages and 5 years for the other equipment, annualized cost of cage 
production is $7,180. Annualized bag production is $12,720. Despite initially lower 
costs for bag production, by the fourth year cumulative costs for both production modes 
is approximately equal, and after the fourth year cumulative cost will be lower using cage 
production as a result of reduced labor costs.
Centrifuged algae were not used in this study; however, associated costs were 
estimated. The cost of centrifuged algae is approximately $36.80 for a liter bottle. At a 
feeding density of 100,000 cells per milliliter twice a day and feeding for the first two 
and a half days, the cost of algae per set is around $150 or $0.50 per bushel.
The mean cost of producing and planting spat-on-shell seed is $20.46 per bushel 
with a range from $18.22 to $25.49.
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Table 2.5: Comparison of containerization using cultch bag or cultch cage. 
Mechanization of the setting process was portrayed given a hypothetical situation where 
cages were used to containerize cultch instead of bags, as observed during the course of 
this study.
Mechanized Cultch Containerization
Bags Cages
Material Cost $120.00
Labor
Shell Cleaning and Containerization 114 8
Tank Loading 6 2
Tank Unloading 9 2
Planting 18 4
Labor Subtotal ($10hr‘l) $1,470 $160
Cost o f 1 300 bu. Set $1,590 $160
Annual Cost (8 set season) $12,720 $1,280
Mechanization
Cages $32,000
Seed Boat Conversion $5,000
Crane $3,500
Forklift $5,000
Annualized Cost $12,720 $7,180
Cumulative Total Cost
Year 1 $12,720 $33,280
Year 2 $25,440 $48,060
Year 3 $38,160 $49,340
Year 4 $50,880 $50,620
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Costs of spat-on-shell harvest (per bushel) estimated by participants ranged from 
$2.50 to $20.00. The middle of this range was used in the plausible model run and was 
set at $11.00 This cost cannot simply be added to the per bushel cost of seed production, 
but must first be multiplied by yield as yield determines the number of harvested bushels 
resulting from the number of planted seed bushels. Incorporating harvest costs, the total 
cost for a bushel of harvested market size spat-on-shell including cost of production, 
planting and harvest (and given a yield of 2.22:1) is $21.40. Yield is a traditional 
measure of oyster planting success and is the ratio of the number of bushels of market 
oysters retrieved from every bushel of seed oysters planted.
Operating costs comprise about 99% of the total cost. Although dependent on 
remote setting rate, survival, and production variables, and given the model parameters 
used in the plausible scenario, 30% of total cost is for eyed larvae; 6% for site 
preparation; 12% for setting costs including setting labor, electricity, algae, and cultch 
containers; and 51% for harvest.
Enterprise Budget
Scenarios
The worst-case, plausible, and best-case model runs (Appendix 4) returned annual 
net revenue of -$44,147, $72,526, and $525,751, respectively, given an annual production 
level of 2400 bushels (Table 2.6). These results suggest feasibility of remote culture 
given the best-case and plausible scenarios but not the worst-case. Total annual cost was 
$95,177, $100,784, and $113, 752 for worst-case, best-case, and plausible model runs. 
Not necessarily intuitive, the plausible scenario has a higher cost than the worst-case 
scenario because the low setting rate and low survival of the worst-case scenario results 
in fewer oysters to be harvested, thus reducing harvest costs. The planted bushel cost of 
spat-on-shell for these three runs was $18.22, $25.49, and $20.46 for the best-case, worst- 
case, and plausible scenarios respectively. Cost per bushel of seed, however, does not 
take into consideration setting performance and therefore seed costs are often expressed 
in units of 1000 seed. In this case, mean cost per thousand spat-on-shell is $4.16 
(plausible) with a range from $1.74 (best-case) to $7.28 (worst-case).
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Table 2.6: Summary of results from the three scenario runs. Yield represents the number 
of bushels of market oysters harvested for every bushel of spat-on-shell planted. Annual 
costs are broken down into four main components. The cost of eyed larvae is excluded 
here as it is the same for each of the three scenarios.
Scenario Results
Worst-Case Best-Case Plausible
Yeild 0.61 7.46 2.22
Annual Costs
Facility $2,172 $1,040 $1,185
Site Preperation $4,836 $12,308 $6,331
Setting $25,409 $9,083 $14,092
Harvest $29,160 $44,753 $58,545
Total Annual Cost $95,177 $100,784 $113,752
Annual Revenue $51,030 $626,535 $186,278
Annual Net Revenue ($44,147) $525,751 $72,526
First Year Positive Cumulative Net Revenue NA 2 6
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The annual cost of the worst-case run is lower because of relaxation of harvest 
costs as a result of low production due to poor setting rate, exacerbated by low survival, 
and despite a higher harvest cost. High setting rate and survival in the best-case run does 
not increase harvest cost dramatically because the cost of harvesting is set lower in the 
best-case ($2.50 per bushel) than in the plausible case ($11.00 per bushel).
Positive cumulative net revenue is never achieved, because net revenue is 
negative in the worst-case scenario. In the best-case and plausible scenarios positive 
cumulative net revenue is achieved in year 2 and in year 6 respectively. The lag in 
positive cumulative revenue is a function of the lag between product planting and product 
harvest. Less time to harvest and increased annual net revenue decrease the time 
necessary to reach the first year of positive cumulative net revenue. The shorter the 
period to positive cumulative net revenue, the more attractive start-up of a remote setting 
operation will be.
Budget Sensitivity
Input parameters were analyzed for sensitivity given their affect on annual net 
revenue over a range of values between 50% and 150% of initial parameter values used 
in the plausible scenario. The total increase or decrease in net revenue over this range is 
displayed in Table 2.6. The higher the absolute value associated with each parameter, the 
more sensitive the model is to that specific parameter. A positive value indicates that as 
the parameter increases, annual net revenue increases. A negative value indicates that as 
the parameter increases, annual net revenue decreases.
The value of a bushel of harvested oysters has the most affect on annual net 
revenue, followed closely by the size at which oysters are harvested. The next greatest 
effect on annual net revenue is from survival, followed closely by setting rate (which is 
essentially just a measure of survival from larvae to spat). The next greatest effect comes 
from the number of cultch shells in a bushel and the density at which larvae are added to 
the setting tanks. Harvest efficiency has the next greatest effect, followed by harvest and 
larvae costs, the latter two being negative relationships (those that decrease annual net
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Table 2.7: Sensitivity analysis of remote culture enterprise budget. Budget parameters 
were adjusted individually from 50% to 150% of default values. The resulting change in 
net revenue is represented by the value listed for each parameter. The absolute value for 
each parameter represents the relative sensitivity of the budget to that parameter. Higher 
absolute values represent higher sensitivity. Parameters with positive values are those 
that increase net revenue as they increase. Parameters with negative values are those that 
decrease net revenue as they increase.
Parameter
Sensitivity
Negative Relationship
Bushel Value 266112 Harvest Cost -65406
Harvest Size 238741 Larvae Cost -36000
Post-Deploymnet Survival 134291 Labor Rate -9090
Survival to market 133721 Cultch Containerization -7050
Cumulative Survival 133529 Base Shell -5604
Setting Rate -128688 Shell Cost -2400
Cultch Shells 94688 Electricity Rate -1984
Larval Density 92688 Number of sets heaters used -1440
Harvest Efficiency 89527 Days per set heaters on -1440
Planting Density 7472 Annual Infrastructure Cost -1297
Larval Feeding Density -1180
Days Larvae Fed -1180
Planting Labor -1113
Cultch Container Price -960
Bag Size -720
Tank Unloading Labor -557
Shell Bag Length -480
Tank Loading Labor -371
Days Water Pump On -371
Days Blower On -173
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revenue as they increase). The remainder of the parameters control labor and setting 
costs and have little effect on annual net revenue relative to those mentioned previously.
DISCUSSION 
Cost Estimation
Given the most plausible scenario, constructed from the results of this study, the 
per capita cost of remote setting is approximately $22.00 per bushel to produce and 
harvest a bushel of market size oysters derived from spat-on-shell. It is possible to 
further reduce this cost via mechanization beyond that observed in this study and through 
increased economy of scale. The cost estimate above is based on a yield of 2.22:1 and a 
cumulative survival of approximately 21% and will quickly increase as survival or yield 
decreases.
Southworth et al. (in prep) reported a similar cost for producing remote set market 
oysters of $23.58. It is likely that the cost here is higher as a result of only 280 bushels of 
seed being produced compared to the estimate in this study based on 2400 bushels of 
seed.
Supan et al. (1995) outlines a hypothetical remote setting operation for the 
purposes of re-seeding public oyster ground and therefore has no production estimates 
that include harvest costs. Supan et al. (1995) estimates seed production costs at $2.16 
per thousand seed given the scenario most similar to this study. Given the plausible 
scenario in this study, seed cost per thousand is $4.16. The reason for this discrepancy is 
that Supan et al. sets remote setting rate at 20% compared to the plausible scenario in this 
study of 7%. If remote setting rate in Supan et al. is reduced to 7% the resulting cost per 
thousand seed increases to $6.16.
A 3% return of market sized oysters from larvae is common in remote setting 
using shell bags and on-bottom growout (Supan et al. 1995). Given a 21% survival in 
Supan et al., this return is approximately 2.7%. Given the plausible scenario in this 
study, the return from larvae is 1.1%. This discrepancy is again due to the higher remote
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setting rate in Supan et al. of 20% compared to 7% in this study. Also, there is no 
mention of any harvest efficiency in Supan et al., whereas in this study only 75% of 
surviving oysters are considered in calculation of harvested oysters. Excluding the 
harvest efficiency, return from larvae increases to 1.5%. To achieve a return of 3% from 
larvae in this study leaving all other parameters the same, a remote setting rate of greater 
than 14% must be achieved.
Model Utility, Limitations, and Accuracy
The enterprise budget for remote culture is a useful tool for assessing feasibility 
given user-specified conditions. It can also be used for forecasting labor and material 
demands in the future given a specified level of annual production. Estimates of labor, 
cost, and revenue, however, are just that, and should be treated as such.
Care should be taken to parameterize the model specifically to a site and 
operation, because certain items that may be initially viewed as trivial have a large effect 
on the model output. Predictions made by the model are only as accurate as the 
information provided. Take for example the number of cultch shells per bushel. 
According to the sensitivity analysis (Table 2.7) the number of cultch shells per bushel 
has a relatively large effect on the model output. Time should be taken to count several 
bushels of cultch to get a reasonable average of the number of cultch shells per bushel. 
More accurate site-specific parameter values will give a user more accurate predictions.
This enterprise budget does not account for a crop being harvested over multiple 
years, but assumes that the entire crop, excluding that not harvested according to the 
harvest efficiency parameter, is harvested in the year specified by the years to harvest 
parameter.
The Southworth et al (in prep) study was used to test the accuracy of the remote 
culture enterprise budget. Important parameters enumerated in the Southworth et al. 
study were facility costs, eyed larvae cost, total production, remote setting rate, planting 
and cumulative survival, and time to harvest. The remainder of the parameters are left as 
the default with the exception of harvest efficiency, which was estimated to be 50% 
(Southworth person, comm.). Total annual facility cost of the Southworth et al. (in prep)
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study was $2,894, eyed larvae cost was $167.50 per million, total production was 280 
bushels, remote setting rate was 7.25%, planting and cumulative survival was 37% and 
25% respectively, and time to harvest was approximately two years for all oysters 
harvested. These parameter values were entered in the remote culture enterprise budget 
using the budget defaults for parameters not enumerated above. Initially, yield was 
higher than that reported by Southworth et al. (3.4) at 3.69. To account for this, the 
number of oysters per bushel was increased to 375 from the default of 350 (still a 
reasonable count) reducing yield to 3.44. Given this change, and the parameter values 
described above, predicted annual net revenue was $10,893 by the remote culture 
enterprise budget compared to $10,776 in Southworth et al. (in prep).
Remote Culture Feasibility
Using the results of this study and current typical remote setting practices in 
Virginia, the plausible scenario was created to assess feasibility of remote culture in 
Virginia given the most likely case. This scenario estimates annual net revenue at 
$72,526 beginning in the third year, after approximately 2.5 years of growing time. Total 
investment, prior to the first year of revenue is approximately $230,000. Given this, and 
excluding any interest on start-up capitol that may have been borrowed, the first year of 
positive cumulative net revenue will be in year 6. Total cost per planted bushel of spat- 
on-shell, including future harvest costs is $47.40. Given the associated yield of 2.22 in 
this scenario, total cost per harvested bushel is $21.37.
Yield (the ratio bushels of market oysters harvested to bushels of seed planted) 
has been a traditional measure of seed planting success. Southworth et al (in prep) 
observed a yield of 3.37:1 for 280 bushels of triploid spat-on-shell. Bosch and Shabman 
(1990) estimated yield on private ground using wild seed and transplanting culture 
methods at 1.98:1 in the 1960s, 1.44:1 in the 1970s, and 1.01:1 in the 1980s. There are 
also several estimates of yield using transplanting techniques from Louisiana waters 
including 1.1:1 by Melancon and Condrey (1992), 0.4:1 to 1.68:1 by Melancon (1990), 
0.89:1 to 1.52:1 by Mackin and Hopkins (1961), 3:1 to 4:1 by Perret and Chatry (1988), 
and 1.21:1 as an overall average for Louisiana by Dugas (1977). The plausible scenario
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estimates a yield of 2 .22:1 and seems to fall somewhere in the middle of all these 
estimates.
While annual net revenue is high, negative cumulative net revenue must be 
incurred prior to year six, and is at its highest at the end of year two, before the first year 
of positive annual net revenue in year three. The ability to absorb an investment loss of 
$228,000, not to be returned in full until year six is likely to be a hindrance in entry of 
new participants into this industry. While this start-up money could be borrowed, the risk 
involved and the interest associated do not make it an attractive option. Shortening the 
time to positive cumulative net revenue would likely allow more entrance into the 
market.
There are, however, other ways to reduce this initial loss. The plausible scenario 
starts out with a production level of 2400 bushels and maintains this for a period of ten 
years to produce the cumulative net revenue figure in the plausible model run. One, way 
to reduce this initial loss would be to reduce the number of bushels that were produced in 
the first few years, building up to a production level of 2400. For example, if a remote 
culture firm was to produce 900 bushels in the first year, 1800 bushels in the second year 
and 2400 bushels every year after that, all other things being equal, the investment to be 
absorbed is reduced to approximately $175,000, however, because of less annual revenue 
in year three and four, the first year of cumulative net revenue is pushed back to year 7. 
While the option of an initially lowered production level will reduce initial loss, because 
of the lowered production, it will also push back the first year of positive net revenue.
Another option to reduce initial loss is the diversification of a remote culture firm 
by selling spat-on-shell produced as seed. By doing this, net revenue can be made in the 
first and second years to help offset initial loss. For example, given a spat-on-shell seed 
price of $25 per bushel and 75%, 50%, and 25% of total annual production (2400bu) sold 
as spat-on-shell seed in years 1, 2, and 3, respectively, the total initial loss can be reduced 
to approximately $128,000 with the first year of positive cumulative net revenue 
occurring in year 7.
In order to reduce the time to positive cumulative net revenue, seed must be sold 
for a longer period of time. For example if 50% of total production (2400bu.) is sold as
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spat-on-shell seed indefinitely, time to positive cumulative net revenue is reduced to 5 
years and total initial loss is reduced to $100,000.
Given the potential of a spat-on-shell seed market, the original enterprise budget 
was adjusted to create a second budget (Appendix 3) that is tailored for use by an 
individual interested in purchasing and planting, for later harvest, spat-on-shell seed from 
a remote setting facility. Empirical estimates were used in the default parameterization of 
the budget where possible to give users a starting point. As with remote culture, there is 
a significant period of time (7 years in the default case) before positive cumulative net 
revenue is realized. This may be prohibitive to those not able to secure financing making 
a spat-on-shell seed market dependent on the availability of subsidy. The spat-on-shell 
seed planting enterprise budget can be found on the compact disc included with the 
original remote culture enterprise budget. The budget interface and user guide can be 
found in Appendix 3.
The possibility of a more direct way to reduce time to positive cumulative net 
revenue does exist however, but requires moving outside of the confines of the plausible 
scenario by reducing the time to harvest. This is likely possible through the use of 
triploidy which may reduce harvest time to the second year, rather than the third year. 
Southworth et al (in prep) observed harvest of triploid spat-on-shell in 21 months. By 
changing only the harvest year in the plausible scenario to year two, the first year of 
positive cumulative net revenue is reduced to year three. Cutting in half the time it takes 
to break even will undoubtedly make remote culture more accessible to more parties.
While the above approaches can reduce the time to first positive net revenue and 
total initial loss, it also significantly reduces the total cumulative net revenue. This is 
because of the much lower profit margin of seed sold compared to oysters grown to 
harvest. Given the plausible scenario, net revenue for harvested oysters is $13.63 per 
bushel, whereas the net revenue per bushel of seed is only $4.63. For example given 0% 
spat-on-shell seed sold, under the plausible scenario total cumulative net revenue is 
$353,000 over a 10 year time period. Given 25%, 50%, and 75% spat-on-shell seed sales 
in years 1, 2, and 3, total cumulative net revenue after 10 years is reduced to $261,000. 
Given 50% spat-on-shell seed sales over the entire ten year period, total cumulative net 
revenue is reduced to $232,000.
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The end-point of this model is with a harvested bushel of market size oysters, 
however, it is likely that many remote culture firms will be vertically integrated and 
processing harvested oysters. Given this case, after the first year of cumulative net 
revenue, a firm may be interested in only breaking even in terms of remote culture annual 
net revenue as they are simply supplying themselves with a product to process and add- 
value. Given the plausible scenario, per bushel value can be reduced to $27 and still 
return $30,000 annually. This annual net revenue would likely be a sufficient return for 
management and maintenance costs associated with the remote culture operation while 
providing the processing portion of the business with a relatively low-cost, landed 
product.
Sensitivity
Sensitivity analysis suggests that the model is most sensitive to harvested bushel 
value and oyster size at harvest. Considering this, it may be beneficial for a grower to 
leave oysters in the water for an extra year to attain a larger size as this will effectively 
increase the number of harvested bushels per planted bushels (yield), as well as have 
some affect on price per bushel. The effect on price per bushel is not accounted for by 
the model however, and must be changed manually to a more appropriate value by the 
user.
Survival to market and remote setting rate were the next most sensitive 
parameters. Optimization of remote setting rate would increase the efficiency with which 
eyed larvae are used. For example, if remote setting rate was increased, fewer larvae 
could be used per set which would lower overall eyed larvae costs. It may also be 
possible to manipulate survival given the density dependent relationship theorized in 
Section I. If a relatively consistent remote setting rate could be obtained, the number of 
larvae added to the setting tanks per piece of cultch could be manipulated to maximize 
efficiency of larval use. If cultch shells planted at 20 spat per shell, and those planted at 7 
spat per shell both reach 3 oysters per shell at the time of harvest, the larvae used to 
obtain a spat per shell count greater than 7 were essentially wasted. To maximize 
efficiency in this case, given an optimized and relatively consistent setting rate of 15%, 
the number of larvae added per piece of cultch could be reduced to 47.
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The model was found to be relatively insensitive to labor and other setting costs. 
Years of growth until oysters were market size had the greatest affect on the time until 
first positive cumulative net revenue. An unsuspected highly sensitive parameter was the 
quantity of cultch per container. Since this metric is a multiplier used to estimate the 
total number of seed produced from the number of spat per shell, it is important to 
estimate it as accurately as possible.
CONCLUSION
Investment costs are minimal for a remote culture facility ($8,300 to $17,750), 
comprising only about 1% of total annual costs. Not included here is the cost of 
waterfront property ($200,000 to $300,000 per acre), which could limit remote culture to 
those already in possession of waterfront property. A possible alternative to waterfront 
property is non-land based remote setting either in floating tanks or on a barge.
Operating costs comprise the majority at about 99% of total cost. Operating costs 
include bottom-lease preparation, eyed larvae, and harvest and vary with production 
level, remote setting rate, and survival. Given the plausible scenario, distribution of 
operating costs is as follows: site preparation is 6%, eyed larvae is 30%, setting is 12%, 
and harvest is 51%. This distribution varies depending on model parameterization.
Annual setting costs can be reduced by nearly 50% through mechanization of 
setting and deployment. Annual setting costs (for an eight set season) for a non­
mechanized facility using disposable cultch containers was $12,720, relative to $7,180 
for a mechanized facility using reusable cultch cages. Investment costs associated with 
mechanization can be recouped by the end of the fourth year of use.
The remote culture enterprise budget was developed with the intention of 
releasing it to industry for their own use in gauging economic feasibility; estimating 
larvae, material, and labor needs; and forecasting potential production. Using the 
minimum, maximum, and mean results from both sections of this study, three budget 
scenarios were developed to assess the feasibility of remote culture given a worst-case,
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best-case, and plausible scenario. Remote culture was found to be feasible given the 
best-case and plausible scenarios, but not feasible given the worst-case scenario. Given 
the plausible scenario run and all other parameters unchanged, when remote setting rate 
drops below 3%, annual net revenue is negative. Remote setting rate values below 5% 
likely do not provide enough return for effective operation. Annual net revenue also goes 
negative when cumulative survival drops below 10%, all other parameters unchanged.
A remote setting seed market has potential to offset remote culture start-up costs. 
To encourage this secondary market of spat-on-shell, a second enterprise budget 
(Appendix 3) was constructed for use buy potential buyers of this product. This budget is 
tailored to those interested in planting spat-on-shell, but will buy it rather than produce it 
themselves. It is important to note here, that as with starting a remote culture operation, 
there is a significant start-up cost that must be incurred during the time before the first 
planted cohort is ready for harvest. It is likely that many of these spat-on-shell planters 
will be one man or very small operations and will not have the capitol available for start­
up costs. The budget will be useful in a business plan to secure financing or to justify the 
need for subsidy.
By increasing remote setting rate and reducing the spat per shell density at 
planting, eyed larvae costs can be reduced. A prerequisite for this manipulation is a 
higher and more importantly, a consistent setting rate than has been observed to date.
Future Work (pertaining to the economics of remote setting)
Mechanization of cultch handling and containerization has potential to reduce 
operating costs involved in setting. This work will likely fall on the private sector to 
pioneer given its practical nature. However, Federal and State funding agencies could 
promote these advancements by making available grant monies for research and 
development of more mechanized techniques.
As mentioned in section I, research in the area of remote setting rate is key to 
optimizing remote culture. Development of techniques and/or technologies that will 
increase and stabilize remote setting rate will allow for more cost-effective remote
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culture. Given the current state of remote culture in Virginia, the most gain can be made 
with advances in remote setting rate.
Lacking in the Virginia remote culture sector is an adequate supply of eyed 
larvae. Oyster culture operations in Virginia often have trouble getting enough single 
oyster seed for their intensive culture and often seek out and purchase seed from out of 
state. Given that remote setting takes significantly more eyed larvae than single seed 
setting, Virginia hatchery capacity is obviously inadequate to allow development of the 
remote culture industry. Significant increase in Virginia hatchery capacity will be 
necessary to fuel the scale-up of remote culture.
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THESIS SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
For more than a century the eastern oyster, Crassostrea virginca has been 
commercially harvested from Chesapeake Bay. Over time, the level of this harvest has 
dwindled as a result of multiple factors including overfishing, removal of recruitment 
substrate, disease, reduced demand, increased cownose ray predation and water quality 
degradation (Rothschild et al 1994, Meyers 2007, Kirby and Miller 2004). Unique to 
Virginia was a primarily private fishery where Bay bottom was leased by the 
Commonwealth to oystermen who prepared the bottom for oysters by adding old oyster 
shell. The leased bottom was then either stocked with oyster seed transplanted from 
public or private seed beds, or allowed to catch naturally occurring oyster larvae if in an 
appropriate area. This type of privately held fishery has recently been regarded as better 
than a fully public fishery as private ownership often promotes more sustainable harvest 
practices (Anderson 2002, Crowley 1996). The level of risk associated with a private 
fishery however, is often higher than a public fishery, because in the case of private 
oyster production an investment (preparation of lease and purchase of seed) in addition to 
fuel and vessel maintenance must be made in order to realize a return. There is a much 
higher monetary risk relative to the public fisherman who must only fuel and maintain a 
vessel. In the eyes of the private oysterman, after the disease epidemics of the 1960s, the 
risk of planting oysters outweighed the potential benefit and is reflected in the concurrent, 
drastic reduction in oyster landings (Bosch and Shabman 1990, Alford 1975).
The late 1960’s marked the end of significant oyster landings in Virginia, after 
which the majority of oysters landed in Chesapeake Bay came from Maryland (a 
primarily public fishery). In the 1980s another round of disease induced mortality 
significantly reduced oyster landings in Maryland, after which there has been comparably 
miniscule harvest from Chesapeake Bay with landings at about 1% of the 1890s peak of 
around 18 million bushels (Newell 1988).
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Without any significant level of landings in Virginia, or for that matter, 
Chesapeake Bay, the Virginia oyster processing industry has been forced to go out of 
state for product. The majority of oysters brought into Virginia are shipped from the Gulf 
of Mexico. In fact, some processors have gotten into the bait business primarily to avoid 
sending an empty truck to the Gulf. In this case, bait is shipped down to the Gulf and 
oysters are shipped back. Approximately 500,000 -  600,000 bushels of oysters are 
shipped to Virginia from the Gulf each year (James Wesson, VMRC). While not 
optimal, this practice has to date been feasible. With the cost of diesel exceeding $4.00/ 
gallon in May 2008 and projected to continue its increase, it is becoming less so. Rising 
fuel costs also have potential to limit the purchase of non-essential items, like shellfish, 
by the public as budgets are constrained by the increase in price of other, more essential 
items. Therefore any increase in the price of oysters due to increasing fuel costs may 
further reduce oyster demand. In addition to becoming increasingly expensive, shipping 
oysters from the Gulf also requires a large expenditure of time and energy by a processor 
to track down and secure product. Storms and closures that disrupt product stream make 
the Gulf market inconsistent and sometimes unavailable.
The largest current need for the Virginia processing industry is a consistent supply 
of locally available oysters. Could this not be met by remote culture? After all, the 
Virginia fishery was primarily a private one prior to the 1960s and was at that time 
capable of landing 2-3 million bushels annually (NMFS). A return to culture with the 
replacement of wild seed by hatchery produced domesticated and disease resistant seed 
has potential to revitalize the oyster processing industry in Virginia. If the average 
results of this study can be achieved with relative consistency, remote culture is 
biologically and economically feasible in Virginia and capable of producing a landed 
bushel of market size oysters at a cost of $21.37 given a yield of 2.22:1. Given a market 
value per bushel of $35 and prior to any added value associated with post-harvest 
processing, this is a return of $13.63 per bushel. Given a shucking yield of 6 pints to a 
bushel, the dockside product cost (excludes processing cost) of a gallon of shucked oyster 
meat is $29.24.
Currently, there are ten remote setting facilities in Virginia capable of producing 
at least 2,400 bushels of seed annually. Given a yield of 2.22:1, this is 5328 bushels of
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market size oysters annually for a combined total, including all ten sites, of 53,280 
bushels. This potential annual production from just ten sites exceeds the total Virginia 
landings during the period from 1999 to 2004 (VMRC Landings Bulletin). Recall that
500.000 -  600,000 bushels of oysters are shipped into Virginia from the Gulf States each 
year. A one order of magnitude increase in remote culture capacity in Virginia could 
possible take the place of Gulf oyster import.
Let us consider for a moment the Virginia hard clam (Mercenaria mercenaria) 
culture industry. In 2006, 211 million cultured clams were sold (Murray and Oesterling 
2008). If these were oysters, this would be approximately 600,000 bushels of oysters 
assuming 350 oysters per bushel. This level of clam production has been obtained over a 
time period of less than 10 years. The clam culture industry in Virginia is a testament to 
the fact that the goal of offsetting Gulf of Mexico oyster import is not unobtainable.
It is not necessarily plausible to envision another 90 remote setting facilities 
exactly like those in place to sprout up all over the Bay to accomplish the necessary order 
of magnitude increase. If the goal is to reduce dependence on Gulf oysters and, to do 
this, Virginia needs to be capable of landing, e.g., 500,000 bushels of oysters annually, 
there are a couple of ways that the industry could reach this goal. One scenario would be 
that oyster processors vertically integrate remote setting facilities, produce their own 
seed, plant on their own bottom, and harvest their own oysters. In this case, if 10 
processors set up large scale facilities, each would have to produce 25,000 bushels of 
spat-on-shell annually and harvest 50,000 bushels annually. A more reasonable scenario 
might be one of 10 vertically integrated processors producing 10,000 and harvesting
20.000 bushels annually with another 100 oystermen turned remote culturists and using 
much smaller, possibly cooperative remote setting facilities, producing 1500 bushels of 
spat-on-shell and harvesting 3000 bushels of oysters annually for a grand total of 500,000 
bushels harvested annually. There is also the potential for spat-on-shell seed to be sold 
by either processor or cooperative remote setting facilities to oystermen interested in on- 
bottom growout, but not seed production. Recall that this market also benefits the remote 
setting facility by helping to offset production costs with an immediate form of revenue.
There are three potential obstacles still not adequately addressed that have the 
potential to hold back remote culture in Virginia. First, while processors and other
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entrepreneurs seem excited by the prospect of remote culture, will average public 
waterman share this excitement? To truly revolutionize the industry, it will take 
participation of the entire industry, not just a select few, and therefore public waterman 
must be included in this process. Optimistically speaking, remote culture should prove to 
be less drastic of a change to the average watermen than the alternative mode of intensive 
contained culture. The similarities of remote culture to historical transplanting will be 
key to selling this aquaculture method to the masses. The romanticized oyster fishery 
defined by deadrise workboats, oyster dredges, and hand tongs does not have to disappear 
with aquaculture. Remote culture can be accomplished undercover of the Bay with 
oystermen working in the same capacity as they have for a century.
Second, cownose ray predation has become a significant problem in Virginia. 
Rays often travel in large schools and if they happen across a bed of loose oysters, can 
decimate the bed. Theoretically, spat-on-shell, due to its clumped nature and many spat 
per shell will be more resistant to cownose ray predation than single oysters or those with 
only a few per shell. Transplanted wild seed is often broken up when collected for 
transplanting elsewhere and therefore does not provide the same resistance. The larger 
diameter of a clump of spat-on-shell requires a ray’s mouth to be opened wider and 
therefore is left with less leverage to crush the oyster (Bob Fisher, Virginia Sea Grant, 
pers. comm.). However, if cownose rays prove to be as efficient at eating spat-on-shell 
as loose oysters, remote culture may not to be feasible in the form described here, or it 
will be restricted to certain areas where ray predation is limited.
Third, spat-on-shell production via remote setting requires an immense supply of 
eyed larvae. To reach the previously proposed goal of 500,000 bushels of harvested 
oysters would require approximately 35 billion eyed larvae annually. Demand for the 
2007 season was in excess of 1 billion eyed larvae, however, less than 500 million were 
produced and set. Currently, eyed larvae production capacity in Virginia is barely a 
billion, with two hatcheries capable of, but not proven to, produce about 500M each. 
There is only one hatchery in Virginia dedicated exclusively to oyster production, and 
others that shift from clams to oysters mid-season. The majority of shellfish hatcheries in 
Virginia focus on hard clam larvae production. To reach the 500 thousand bushel goal 
would require at least three hatcheries capable of producing about 5 billion eyed larvae
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annually. It seems that eyed larvae production capacity will be the limiting factor of any 
remote culture scale-up for the immediate future.
Considering how far away the Virginia oyster hatchery industry is from 35 billion 
eyed larvae annually, the focus of funding to benefit aquaculture should be on hatcheries. 
For the remote culture industry to develop to its potential will take tremendous 
investment by the private, public, academic, and political arenas. With cooperation, 
however, among these groups, a self-sustaining culture based oyster industry in Virginia 
seems plausible and has potential to revitalize not only the oyster processing sector, but 
the entire Virginia oyster fishery.
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APPENDIX 1
Mailed Setting Costs Survey 
2008 Spat on Shell Cost Survey
General
Average labor rate $/hr
Total number of men
involved in SOS operation men
Estimated harvest cost/ bu. $
Tank Loading
# of bags loaded bags
# of men used men
# of man-hours hours
Estimated start-up costs
Tanks $
Blower $
Pump $
Heaters $
Plumbing $
Shell washer $
Tank Unloading
# of bags unloaded bags
# of men used men
# of man-hours hours
Planting
# of men used men
hours spent driving/riding hours
hours spent working hours
own vessel use? y/n
fuel used during planting gallons
Bagging Shell
# of bags made bags
# of men used men
# of man-hours hours
Notes or Concerns:
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APPENDIX 2
Remote Culture Enterprise Budget User Guide
The Remote Culture Enterprise Budget (RCEB) was developed for the purpose of 
estimating site specific feasibility of remote setting based extensive oyster aquaculture 
given user defined parameters. After parameterization by the user, the budget estimates 
annualized costs and returns as well as forecasts cumulative net revenue into the future. 
Note that annual returns are not observed immediately because revenue lags according to 
grow-out duration. Therefore predicted annual return will be realized in the first year of 
harvest. The budget was constructed with an emphasis on flexibility to allow for the 
most accurate representation possible of a potential remote culture operation.
The budget is broken into five main components: Production, Facility Set-up, 
Setting, Harvest, and a Cost/Benefit summary.
Production: This section includes those parameters that dictate annual production 
and summarizes the pertinent production information.
Facility Set-Up: This section allows a user to estimate total and annual cost for the 
setting facility. The size of the facility is defined by the user.
Setting: This section includes parameters for each cost associated with the actual 
production of spat-on-shell (SOS). The subsections for plant site preparation, 
feeding, and shell bags also fall into this category.
Harvest: This section includes those parameters associated with harvest of market 
oysters as well as survival and summarizes the pertinent harvest information.
Cost/ Benefit: This section itemizes and estimates annual cost, annual revenue, and 
annual net revenue. This section also forecasts cumulative net revenue. The 
cost/benefit section also allows for partitioning of total production into two 
categories, the first being normal production where SOS is planted and harvested 
after the grow-out period, the other being SOS seed production where SOS is 
produced and sold immediately after production as seed.
The following component sections define each input parameter (in blue) and its 
location on the budget interface (Fig. 2.1) by cell number. Following the input parameter 
descriptions is a description of each component output parameter (in green) and its 
location.
PRODUCTION
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Input
Desired Annual Production (Bl): enter the number of bushels of SOS to be produced 
annually. A setting facility with tanks totaling at least 6,000 gallons has a 
capacity of 2400 bushels given 300 bushels per set, one set every two weeks, and 
a four month setting season.
Cultch Shells (B2): enter the number of shells (or other cultch) found in one bushel. It is 
important to estimate this parameter as accurately as possible as it is used to 
determine the total number of oysters produced.
Larvae Cost (B3): enter the cost of 1 million eyed oyster larvae
Larval Density (B4): enter the number of larvae added to the tank for every one shell (or 
cultch piece) in the tank.
Setting Rate (B5): the percentage of seed produced in a tank relative to the number of 
larvae added to the tank during setting
Planting Density (B6V. enter the density at which SOS will be planted in terms of bushels 
per acre.
Output
Larvae Required (Gl): displays the number of eyed larvae required to meet the desired 
amount if annual production.
Seed produced (G2): displays the number of SOS seed produced annually
Seed bushels produced (G3): displays the number of bushels of seed produced
Seed per Bushel (G4): displays the number of SOS contained within one bushel
Spat per Shell fG5): displays the resulting average number of spat on a single shell given 
the defined production inputs.
Acres of Ground Required (G6): displays the number of acres of bottom required for 
planting SOS at the specified density.
FACILITY SET-UP
Tank Size (B7): enter the size of tank to be used in the setting facility. Also, enter the
number of tanks to be used in G7. When choosing tank size and quantity, a good 
rule of thumb is 2000 gallons of tank volume for every 100 bushels of shell to be 
put in the tank.
Blower Size fB8): enter the size of the blower to be used measured as cubic feet of air per 
second at 40 inches of water depth. Given the power of the blower, and the size 
and number of setting tanks, the number of blowers required is displayed in G8.
Pump Size (B9): enter the size of the water pump measured as gallons of water pumped 
per minute. Given the size of the pump and the number and size of the setting 
tanks, the number of pumps required is displayed in G9.
Heater Size (B10): enter the size of the heaters to be used (if any) measured in wattage. 
Given the size of the heaters and the number and size of the setting tanks, the 
number of heaters required is displayed in G10. When selecting a heater a good 
rule of thumb is that 1 gallon of water requires roughly 5 watts to increase and 
maintain its temperature by 5°C.
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Pump and Blower Specs (B12 & B13): enter the wattage of these two pieces of
equipment. This value will help determine the electricity cost associated with 
running this equipment.
Cost Estimates (H7-H12): enter the itemized cost for each piece of equipment identified 
in F7-F12. Total cost for each equipment category is displayed in 17-112.
Life 0I8-J13): enter the life expectancy of each piece of equipment identified in F7-F12. 
This estimate helps to determine annualized equipment costs which are displayed 
in K7-K12.
Total facility cost and total annualized facility cost are displayed in 114 and K14 
respectively.
SETTING
Input
Labor and Electric Rate (B23 & B24): enter the labor rate used in dollars per hour and the 
local electric rate in kilowatt hours.
Shell Bags (B26, G23-G25): enter the costs associated with cultch and cultch container 
material where B26 is the cost of one bushel of shell, G23 is the cost of the shell 
container per foot, G24 is the length of that container, and G25 is the number of 
bags that make up one bushel.
Setting Labor fB28-B31): enter the number of man hours required to produce and plant 
one bushel of SOS on bottom. This includes the labor associated with cultch 
cleaning and containerization (B28), tank loading (B29), tank unloading (B30), 
and deployment (B31).
Vessel Use (B32 & B33L if applicable, enter the cost of vessel use in B32 and any fuel 
costs incurred in B33.
Electricity Usage flB34-36): enter the number of days each piece of equipment is in use, 
including the air blower(s) (B34), the water pump(s) (B35), and the water 
heater(s) (B36). The model will predict electricity cost per set based on these 
inputs as well as previously entered equipment wattage and quantity in cells E34- 
E36. As heaters are not necessary during the entire setting season, enter the 
number of sets for which the heaters will be used in cell B37.
Output
Total Cost per Set (D39 & D40): displays the total cost of each individual set based on 
the entered values above. This total is calculated two different ways, one with 
heater electricity included (D39), and one without heater electricity (D40).
Capacity per Set fG28k displays the rough capacity of the setting facility derived from 
the size and quantity of tanks given that roughly 20 gallons of tank volume are 
required for every bushel to be set.
Sets this Season (G29): displays the number of sets necessary to complete the desired 
annual production (Bl), given the capacity of the facility.
Larvae per Set (G30): displays the number of larvae required to complete each set based 
on the number of shells per bushel (B2), the desired larval setting density (B4), 
and the number of bushels to be set.
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Annual Setting Cost (G32): displays the total cost of all sets completed to reach the 
production goal.
Cost per Seed Bu. fG34): displays the setting costs associated with the production and 
planting of one bushel of SOS.
Cost per Un-Set Shell Bag (G35): displays the material and production cost of one shell 
bag.
Labor Cost per Bu. (G36L displays the cost of labor associated with producing and 
planting one bushel of SOS.
Labor per Planted Set (G37): displays the total number of labor hours required to 
complete one set.
Larvae Cost per Bu. (G39): displays the cost of larvae for each bushel set based on larvae 
price (B3) and larvae setting density (B4).
Other Setting
Plant Site Preparation (B15-B18): by entering the inches of base shell (B15) desired on 
the planting area, D21 will estimate the number of bushels of shells required to 
reach that base depth. Vessel use, fuel, and other costs associated with plant site 
preparation may also be entered in B16-B18. Specific costs are displayed in E 15- 
El 8 with the total displayed in E l9.
Feeding (G15-G181: if larvae are to be fed with algae paste during feeding, cells G15-
G18 should be used. By entering the cost per bottle (G15), the size and density of 
each the bottle (G16 & G17), and the desired feeding density (G18), the model 
will display the volume of paste to be put in the tank (G19), the cost of each 
feeding (G20), and the number of bottles required and the total annual cost based 
on two feedings per day, and the number of days feeding occurs based on the 
value entered in (B38). Feeding is only necessary before flow-through is 
established.
HARVEST
Input
Harvest Cost (B41): enter the approximate cost incurred to harvest one bushel of oysters
Harvest Year (B421: enter the year in which oysters planted will be harvested. For 
example a value of 3 means oysters will be harvested in the third year after 
planting.
Post-Deployment Survival (B44): enter an estimated percent survival for SOS one to two 
weeks after planting. If you have no good estimate, consult the suggested 
parameter estimate table at the end of this document.
Market Survival fB45): enter an estimated percent survival for the interval after the post­
deployment mortality interval until the time of harvest. To apply a single survival 
estimate, adjust B44 and B45 such that cumulative survival (B46) is equal to the 
single estimate.
Harvest Efficiency AB47): enter an estimate of the proportion of oysters that will be 
captured relative to the number surviving on the bottom prior to harvest.
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Bushel Count (B48): enter an estimate for the number of oysters per bushel at the time of 
harvest.
Bushel Value (B49): enter an estimate for the value of a harvested bushel given the 
estimated count (B48).
Output
Seed Planted (G41f: displays the total number of seed planted
Post-deployment Seed (G42): displays the total number of seed alive one to two weeks 
after planting.
Post-Deployment Spat per Shell (G43): displays the mean number of spat remaining per 
shell one to two weeks after planting.
Market Oysters (G45): displays the number of oysters alive at the time of harvest
Market Oyster per Shell (G46): displays the mean number of oysters remaining per shell 
at the time of harvest.
Market Oysters Harvested (G47): displays the total number of oysters harvested. This is 
not equal to the number of oysters alive at the time of harvest because of the 
limitation of the harvest efficiency (B47).
Market Bushels Harvested (G48): displays the number of bushels harvested given the 
bushel count (B48) and the total number of oysters harvested (G47).
Yield (H49): displays the number of bushels of market oysters harvested for every one 
bushel of SOS seed planted.
COST/ BENIFIT
Input
Percent Private Production (B50): Enter the percent of total production to be planted and 
grown internally. The remaining production is that sold as SOS seed and is 
displayed in (C50).
SOS Seed Price (C60): Enter the price at which SOS seed will be sold.
Output
Total Annual Cost (BCD51-56): Total annual cost for each remote culture component is 
displayed in cells D51-55: annualized facility cost (D51), site preparation cost 
(D52), eyed larvae cost (D53), setting cost (D54), and harvest cost (D55). 
Combined total cost is displayed in cell D56. Internal production annual costs are 
displayed in cells B51-B56 and annual costs for SOS seed sales in cells C51-C56 
(C52 and C56 are excluded as they are not applicable to seed sales). If no SOS 
seed is sold externally, column B and D (51-56) will be identical, seed is 100% of 
total production then column C and D (51-56 will be identical.
Per Bushel Costs (B57-B58 & C57): For internal production, per bushel costs are
displayed for the cost per seed bushel (B57) and the cost per harvested bushel 
(B58). The cost per harvested bushel is lower proportional to the estimated yield 
(G49). The cost per seed bushel for seed production (C57) is lower than that for 
internal production as it does not include harvest costs as the internal production 
value does.
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Total Annual Revenue (BCD59): Total annual revenue is displayed in cell D59. Internal 
production annual revenue is displayed in cell B59 and annual revenue from SOS 
seed sales is displayed in cell C59. If there is no seed sold, B59 and D59 will be 
identical, if seed sales comprise 100% of the total, then C59 and D59 will be 
identical.
Per Bushel Revenue (B60 & B61): For internal production, revenue per seed bushel
produced is displayed in cell B60. Revenue per harvested bushel is displayed in 
cell B61. As is the case with per bushel costs, revenue per harvested bushel is 
lower proportional to the yield.
Total Net Revenue (BCD62): Total annual net revenue is displayed in cell D62. Annual 
net revenue associated with internal production is displayed in cell B62. Annual 
net revenue associated with SOS seed sales is displayed in cell C62.
Per Bushel Net Revenue (B63-B64 & C63): For internal production, net revenue per seed 
bushel is displayed in cell B63. Net revenue per harvested bushel is displayed in 
B64 and is lower proportional to the yield. For external SOS seed sales, net 
revenue per seed bushel is displayed in cell C63.
Cumulative Net Revenue: The cumulative net revenue figure displays cumulative net
revenue over a 10 year period. Assuming parameterization is constant over a 10 
year period, this figure displays the maximum loss that must be incurred during 
remote culture startup, the year at which cumulative net revenue becomes 
positive, and the total net revenue accumulated over the 10 year period.
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APPENDIX 3
Spat-on-Shell Seed Planting Enterprise Budget User Guide
The Spat-on-Shell Seed Planting Enterprise Budget (SPEB) was developed for the 
purpose of estimating feasibility of extensive oyster aquaculture where spat-on-shell is 
purchased direct from a setting facility by a grower for subsequent. This budget therefore 
does not include any of the setting details as does the RCEB. After parameterization by 
the user, the budget estimates annualized costs and returns as well as forecasts cumulative 
net revenue into the future. Note that annual returns are not observed immediately 
because revenue lags according to grow-out duration. Therefore predicted annual return 
will be realized in the first year of harvest.
This budget is broken into five main components: Production, Facility Set-up, 
Setting, Harvest, and a Cost/Benefit summary.
Production: This section includes those parameters that dictate annual production.
Planting: This section includes parameters for each cost associated with the actual 
production of spat-on-shell (SOS). The subsection for plant site preparation also falls 
into this category.
Harvest: This section includes those parameters associated with harvest of market 
oysters as well as survival and summarizes the pertinent harvest information.
Cost/ Benefit: This section itemizes and estimates annual cost, annual revenue, and 
annual net revenue. This section also forecasts cumulative net revenue.
The following component sections define each input parameter (in blue) and its 
location on the budget interface (Fig. 2.2) by cell number. Following the input parameter 
descriptions is a description of each component output parameter (in green) and its 
location.
PRODUCTION
Input
Desired Annual Production (BIT enter the number of bushels of SOS to be purchased 
and planted annually.
Bushel Count fB2): enter the number of spat per bushel of spat-on-shell. This will allow 
you to determine the total number of oysters planted. This information should be 
given to you be the setting facility.
Purchase Price of Spat (B3): enter the price you paid per bushel for the spat-on-shell
Planting Density (B6): enter the density at which SOS will be planted in terms of bushels 
per acre.
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Output
Acres of Ground Required (B5): displays the number of acres of bottom required for 
planting SOS at the specified density.
PLANTING
Input
Labor Rate (G6): enter the labor rate used in dollars per hour
Vessel Planting Capacity (G7): enter in bushels the quantity of SOS that can be safely 
carried on the planting vessel.
Planting Labor (G9 & G10): enter the number of man hours required pick-up and plant 
one bushel of SOS on bottom. This includes the labor associated tank unloading 
(B30), and deployment (B31).
Vessel Use (G il & G12): if applicable, enter the cost of vessel use in G11 and any fuel 
costs incurred in G12.
Output
Planting Costs (J9-J12): displays the per load costs of shell loading (J9) and deployment 
(J10) according to the specified labor rate. Costs for vessel use (J11) and fuel 
(J12) are displayed as specified in cells G11 and G12 respectively.
Loads Required (J13): displays the total number of planting trips required to achieve the 
desired annual production according to the vessel capacity.
Annual Planting Total (J14): displays the total annual cost of planting activities.
Plant Site Preparation (B15-B18): by entering the inches of base shell (B15) desired on 
the planting area, D21 will estimate the number of bushels of shells required to 
reach that base depth. Vessel use, fuel, and other costs associated with plant site 
preparation may also be entered in B16-B18. Specific costs are displayed in El 5- 
E18 with the total displayed in E l9.
HARVEST
Input
Harvest Cost (B15): enter the approximate cost incurred to harvest one bushel of oysters
Harvest Year (B16): enter the year in which oysters planted will be harvested. For 
example a value of 3 means oysters will be harvested in the third year after 
planting.
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Post-Deployment Survival (B17): enter an estimated percent survival for SOS one to two 
weeks after planting. If you have no good estimate, consult the suggested 
parameter estimate table at the end of this document.
Market Survival (B18): enter an estimated percent survival for the interval after the post­
deployment mortality interval until the time of harvest. To apply a single survival 
estimate, simply adjust B17 and B18 such that cumulative survival (B19) is equal 
to the single estimate.
Harvest Efficiency (B21): enter an estimate of the proportion of oysters that will be 
captured relative to the number surviving on the bottom prior to harvest.
Bushel Count (B22): enter an estimate for the number of oysters per bushel at the time of 
harvest.
Bushel Value (B23): enter an estimate for the value of a harvested bushel given the 
estimated count (B22).
Output
Seed Oysters Planted (G15): displays the total number of seed planted
Post-deployment Seed (G16): displays the total number of seed alive one to two weeks 
after planting.
Market Oysters (G17): displays the number of oysters alive at the time of harvest
Market Oysters Harvested fG19): displays the total number of oysters harvested. This is 
not equal to the number of oy sters alive at the time of harvest because of the 
limitation of the harvest efficiency (B21).
Market Bushels Harvested (G20): displays the number of bushels harvested given the 
bushel count (B22) and the total number of oysters harvested (G19).
Yield fG21): displays the number of bushels of market oysters harvested for every one 
bushel of SOS seed planted.
COST / BENIFIT
Output
Total Annual Cost (B24-B28): Total annual cost for each seed planting component is 
displayed in cells B24-27: site preparation cost (B24), seed cost (B25), planting 
cost (B26), and harvest cost (B27). Combined total cost is displayed in cell B28.
Per Bushel Costs fB29-B30): Per bushel costs are displayed for the cost per seed bushel 
(B29) and the cost per harvested bushel (B30). The cost per harvested bushel is 
lower proportional to the estimated yield (G21).
Total Annual Revenue (B31): displays gross earnings based on budget set-up
Per Bushel Revenue (B32 & B33): Revenue per seed bushel produced is displayed in cell 
B32. Revenue per harvested bushel is displayed in cell B33. As is the case with 
per bushel costs, revenue per harvested bushel is lower proportional to the yield.
Total Net Revenue fB34): Total annual net revenue, or profit, is displayed in cell B34.
Per Bushel Net Revenue (B35-B36): Net revenue per seed bushel is displayed in cell 
B35. Net revenue per harvested bushel is displayed in B36 and is lower 
proportional to the yield.
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Cumulative Net Revenue: The cumulative net revenue figure displays cumulative net 
revenue over a 10 year period. Assuming parameterization is constant over a 10 year 
period, this figure displays the maximum investment that must be made during startup 
prior to any return, the year at which cumulative net revenue becomes positive, and the 
total net revenue accumulated over the 10 year period.
User Interface
A B C  D E F G H 1
Production L eg e n d
cfm  = c u b ic  fe e t p e r  m in u te
1 D esired  A nnua l P ro d u ctio n 0 s e e d  b u . p e r  y ea r gp m  = g a llo n s  p e r  m in u te
2 B u s h e l C o u n t 0 s p a t  p e r b u . kwh = killaw att h o u r
bu . = b u s h e l
3 P u rc h a s e  P ric e  of S p a t $ 0 .0 0 p e r  bu. M s ) .  = hour{s)
m L = milliliters
4 P la n tin g  D ensity 0 b u . p e r  a c re
5 A c res  of G ro u n d  R eq u ire d #DIV/0!
Plant Site Preparation Planting
Unit C o s t
6 B a s e  Shell 0 in c h e s  #D  IV/0! L abor R ate $ 0 .0 0
7 C o s t o f  b a s e  S hell $ 0 .0 0 p e r  bu . V e sse l P la n tin g  C ap ac ity 0 b u . p e r load
8 V e sse l  U se $0 $0 C o st p e r load
9 Fuel $0 $0 S hell U nloading 0 .0 0 m a n  h rs  p e r  b u . $ 0
10 O th er $0 $0 D ep loym en t 0 .0 0 m a n  h rs  p e r b u .  $ 0
11 A n n u a l Total #D IV /0! V e see l U se $ 0 .0 0 / d ep lo y m en t $ 0
12 Fuel $ 0 .0 0 / d ep lo y m en t $ 5 0
13 L o ad s  R equ ired #D IV /0!
14 A nnua l R a n tin g  Total #D IV /0!
Harvest
Harvest Summary i
15 H a rv est C o s t $ 0 .0 0 p e r  bu . S e e d  O y s te rs  P la n ted 0
16 H a rv est Y e ar 0 P o s t-D ep lo y m en t S e e d 0
17 P o s t-D ep lo y m en t Survival 0 .0 0 % M arket O y s te rs 0
18 M arket Survival 0 .0 0 %
19 C u m u la tiv e  Survival 0 .0 0 % M arket O y s te rs  H arvested 0
2 0 M arket B u sh e ls  H a rv ested #D IV /0!
21 H a rv es t E fficiency 0 .0 0 % proportion  c a p tu re d Yeild #D IV /0!
2 2 B u sh e l C o u n t 0 o y s te rs  p e r  bu .
2 3 B u sh e l V a lu e $ 0 .0 0 p e r  b u .
Annual Cost/ Benefit Cumulative Net Revenue
Total 1
24 S ite  P rep a ra tio n #DIV/0! 0.9
2 5 S e e d $ 0 0.8
2 6 P la n tin g #DIV/0!
2 7 H arv est #DIV/0! ® 07
i  0 .6
28 T otal C o s t #DIV/0! % 0 .5  -
29 C o st p e r  s e e d  bu . #DIV/0! ■5 0.4 -
30 C o st p e r h a rv e s t bu . #DIV/0! Z  0.3  -
0 2
31 T otal R ev en u e #DIV/0!
32 R e v e n u e  p e r  s e e d  bu . #DIV/0!
0.1 -
3 3 R e v e n u e  p e r  h a rv e s t bu. #DIV/0!
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ' ■10
34 T otal N et R e v e n u e #D IV /0! Year
35 Net R e v e n u e  p e r s e e d  bu. #DIV/0!
36 N et R e v e n u e  p e r h a rv e s t bu . #DIV/0!
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Worst Case
APPENDIX 4
P ro d u c tio n
P roduction  S u m m ary
iDesired Annual Production .....2,400 [seed bu per year Larvae Required * £6,330,320 !cfm = |cubic feet per minute
:Cuttch Shells 700 J s h e l ls  per bu. S eed  Produced J S.400.000 !gpm =  j gallons per minute
! kwh = ! killawatt hour
i Larvae Cost $200.00 Iper million larvae Seed  Bushels Produced .....2 .400 ....... !bu. = i bushel
j  Larval density 100 jlaryae per sheljj Seed  per Bushel 3,500 jhrfs). =  !hour(s)
j Setting Rate 5.00% Spat per Shell 6 lm L= imilliliters I
^Planting Density 1000 {oysters/ n f  i Ac res of Ground Required ___2.08
Facility S e t-u p
Quantity Cost Estim ate [Total Cost Life (yrs) [Annual Cost j
Tank Size .... 3 .000 .... igallons Tanks desired ..........2 ............ $4,500 i $5,000 ! 10 $900
Blower Size 50 cfm @ 40" water Biowers required ..........1 " $1,200 ? I2 „ L  5 $240....... :
•Pump size ...... 200 ...... ,.|g pm......... Pum ps required ZZZZZ $900 $300 ! 5 $100
Heater S ize 15,000 j  watt s Heaters Required 2 $1,100 T. 3„i 10 $220..... :
Plumbing $000 $3' b 3 $207
: Pum p S p ecs .....27 6 0 .... iwatts Shell W asher $3,650 ! $3,650 i 10 $365.......j
Blower S pecs . Z . M Z ;watts Other (Lease, vessel, etc.)
Total • 1, v . $2,172!
P lan t S ite  P re p ara tio n ’F eed in g  (centrifuged algae) 1
Unit Cost
| B ase Shell .........3 ........ finches s.: 73*: Price/ bottle .... $36 35.......
i V esse l Use $ 1 ,0 0 0 ' si boo.... i....... Bottle size 0.9464 liters j
| Fuel ..... $100..... $100 Bottle density ..........2 ........... billion ceils/ mL
: Other Z..KLZ so Feed density i m p o o ' cells/ mL
14.8 3b P aste/feed ing .......a 76......... m l /  feeding
Cost/ feeding .... ..... (twice daily) !
Bottles requjred 0
Algae Cosi M,
; S e tting
Un=t Shell B a g s
; Labor Rate $7.73 Iper hr Sheil B ag ! $0.05 per foot
; Electric Rate I  *0 .10 jkwh Shell Bag Length! 4.0 feet
Cost Bag Size .....  2 bags per bushel
j Shell Acquisition $1.00 Jp e r  bushel shell $300 '' I
j Shell Bag Material Cost 5120 i e ttiun  Cost S iim m .nu
[Shell Cleaning & Bagging 0.80 jman hrs per bu] St 855 I apacity per Set (b u ) 300
jShej! Loading 0.05 I man hrs per bui S '16 e ts  this S eason 8! he.ll.Un.lP 3 din 9 .....0 .10...... • man hrs per bu( .arvae per Set n 0 T ,,x ,n
: Deployment ..oil.. man hrs per bu; $755
:Veseel Use .... $6.00..... •/ deployment SO Annual Setting Cost .'..j*!*-
:Fuel $50.00 1/ deployment 550
[Blower Electric 10.0 idays §71.60 ; .arvae cost per bushel .... $14 0 0 ....... ! ; !
:Pum p Electric .......7.0 ■ I d a y s ]_ $46 '"f laterial cost per bushel $ 1.40
Heater Electric (when used) ..... 10.0...... oays _abor cost per bushel $R i<:
Heaters in use .........2 ......... .abor (hrs) per planted set 318.00
; Feeding* 0 0 ...... d i j Electricity cost per bushel Z'miZZ
;Total C o s t/S e t (w /heat) it » b
(w/o heat) u  *••
H arv est ; H arvest S um m ary
; Harvest Cos! $:o.Q0 \ i j e e o  Planted :i 4.r <rr
Harvest Year ^ost-Deployment S eed 1,260.000
’-D Spat per Shell Z Z I Z Z Z
Post-Deployment Survival 15^00%
Market Survival ■'54 00% '''' niarket1 Oysters oCO 4CU
Cumulative Survival .aic%. larket O ysters per Shell -
: Harvest Efficiency 
i Bushel Count 
i Bushel Value
[proportion captured 
•oysters per bushel
Market O ysters Harvested 
viarket B ushels .Harvested 
Yfiild
510,300 
1,458 
0.61
A nnual C o s tI B enefit
[Facility
Site Preparation 
[Eyed Larvae 
Setting 
i Harvest
Total Cost
Cost per seed  tin .: 
C ost per harvest b u .;
Total Revenue
Revenue per seed  bu. i 
Reyenus per Hawest_by.[
Total Net Revenue
Net Revenue per seed  bu. 
Net Revenue per harvestbu.
C um ulative N et Revenu<2007 dollars
0% 
Seed  S ales
V)aDivffii
Total
52.172
S4.83E 
$33,600 
$25.403 
'^$2SJS0'
..I". (7 st
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Best Case
; P r o d u c t i o n
P ro d u c tio n  S u m n ia iv
: D esired Annual Production ...... 2 ,400..... s e e d  bu. per year Larvae Required 166.060,000 i [cfm = cubic feet per minute
Cultch Sheiis ........ M " " " [shells per bu. S eed  Produced 25,200,000 ! i3pm = gallons per minute
| kwh = killawatt hour
[Larvae Cost ... $200 00 per million lanrae S eed  B u sh e ls  P roduced 2 ,400 i bu = bushel
[Larval density .........100..... : larvae per shell [ S e e d  per Bushel 777M1177.j hr(s) = hour(s)
[Setting Rate 16.00% S p a t per Shell 15.......... i :mL = milliliters
[Planting D ensity 1000 [o y s te rs /m 2 A cres  of Ground Required 6.23
F a c i l i t y  S e t - u p
Quantity [Cost E stim ate  [Total Cost Life (yrs) Annual C ost
[Tank S ize ...3 ,0 0 0.. : gallons T anks desired .....2....... $2,400 [ $4,800 ....10.........$4 8 0....
: Blower Size .....50.... : cfm @ 40" w ater Blowers required ......i'...... ....$900 " 39U: ....'5..........$180....
Pum p size ........2 0 0 ...... [gpm P um ps required ~ ' Y ‘...... .........$500........ $500 ........5 ...................$100........
[H eater S ize 15,000 [w atts H eaters Required 2 $ 0 ......  $0 10 $0
Plumbing ..........$300 $011: ........3 ........ ......... $ iO 0 ........
[Pum p S p e c s 2760 w atts Shell W ash e r $1,000 : $1,800 ' 10 5 [80
[Blower S p e c s 77.900.7 : w atts O ther (L ease, ve sse l, e tc .)
Total ............................. [ -$8 ,300 $1,040
P l a n t  S i t e  P r e p a r a t i o n  ; ’ F e e d i n g  (centrifuged algae) [
Unit Cost
[ B a se  Shell ■ 3 ■ [inches $11,208 P rice / bottle $36.69
; V e sse l U se ....$1 .QUO $1 306 Bottle size .....0  9464....... liters _ j
; Fuel .....$100' " $100 Bottle density  | : [billion ce lls / mL
Oil 7 SO .....$0................. F eed  density .... 100,000 iCells/ mL
$17,308 P a s te /  feeding ........ i i z e ......... [m L/feeding
C o s t/ feeding $29 50 [(twice daily)
B ottles required 0
A lgae C ost [ 7777»7.77.[(annual)
i S e t t i n g
Unrt S h e l l  B a g s
Labor Rate ..... $7 .7 3 ..... per hr Shell Bag $0.05 ....... iper foot
[Electric R ate .....$010 [kwh Shell Bag Length] .........4 .0 .......... feet
C ost Bag S ize] 2 [bags per bushel
[Shell Acquisition ......$1.00..... [per bushe l chel $3oo...... ;
[Shell Bag Material Cost $120 e t tin u  C ost S u m n ia iv
[Shell C leaning & Bagging .......0 .14 ...... [m an hrs per bu. $325 [ Capacity per S e t (bu.) 7 7 7 3 0 0 7 7 7
[Shell Loading 0.01 [m an hrs per bui $23 S e ts  th is  S easo n
[Shell Unloading 0 .02 [m an hrs per bui $45 .arvae per S e t 2l'000,0OO
[Deployment ......b o i ....... ; m an hrs per bu; $23
rV eseel U se ..... $0.00 [/dep loym en t .... $0......... A nnual Setting Cost $8,083
Fuel $50(00 /  deploym ent i $50
[Blower Electric 10.0 [days $21 GO _arvae c o s t per bushel > .....$14 0 0 ......
: Pum p Electric ] .......7 . 0 ..... [days $46-37 i Material cost per bushel $1.40
[H eater E lectric (when used) .......10.0 :days .abor c o s t per bushel .......S i.3 9 .......
[H eaters in u se 2 jet .abo r (hrs) per planted se t [ 54 00
[Feeding* ........0.0....... days $0.00 Electricity co st per bushel S0 83
Total C ost/ S e t (w/ heat) $1,675
(w/o heal) ■
[ H a r v e s t
H arv es t S u in m .iiv 1
! Harvest Cost $7 50 1 -1 he •S eed  P lan ted i 25 .200 .000  i
[Harvest Year 2 ' IPost-D eploym ent S eed : 21 ,420 ,COO |
iP-D S p a t per Shell 13 |
i Post-D eploym ent Survival 85  00%
: Market Survival 39  00% i Market O yste rs i 8 ,353 ,800  i
[Cumulative Survival i 33 .15% [M arket O yste rs  per Shell 6 1
[Harvest Efficiency 1..... 75  00% [proportion cap tured • M arket O yste rs  Harvested £ 2 6 5  362 j
[Bushel Count 350 : o y ste rs  per bushel iM arket B ushe ls  H arvested i 17.901 i
iB ushel Value $35.00 lY eikl i 7,li.> i
A n n u a l  C o s t !  B e n e f i t
j Facility
[Site Preparation 
E yed Larvae 
i Setting 
: Harvest
:Total C ost
C ost pet s e e a  bu. ■ 
C ost nor harvest bu. ■
Tola Revenue
R ev en je  p=r bu 
R evenue per harvest bu. ■
Tola: Net Revenue
Net R evenue per s e e d  bu.j 
Net Revenue per harvest b u . .
C u m u la tiv e  N e t R evenui2007 dollars
100%
Internal
.
S12.30S:
$100,784 :
$4" 9?
IIIMM
$620,535 52s" 06
$35 o:
i ' " V  .1  5219 05
 529 371"
0% 
S e e d  S a le s Total
51,040 
1*2 JUE
$33.600 
 $9,0337MO&L
5100.784
$026,535
$25.03: 
NA:
55,000,000.00
54,000,000.00
53.000.000.00
,000,000.00
$1,000,000.00
(si ,oao,aau.eo
#Div70! 1525.751
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Plausible
P ro d u c tio n
P ro d u c tio n  S u m m ary
Desired Annual Production 2.400 iseed  bu. per year Larvae Required 'T l M M i d o o l ............................ cfm - cubic feet per minute
Cultch Shells [ z i M r i ; shells per bu. S eed  Produced [ 11 760,000 j gpm  = gallons per minute
kwh = killawatt hour
Larvae Cost [.... $200 00 [per million larvae S eed  B ushels Produced .........2 / to d ........ i............................ bu - bushel
Larval density ;.......... lo o ..... [larvae per shell i S eed  per Bushel 4.900 j hr(s) = hour(s)
Setting Rale 7.00% Spat per Shell ............ 7.............]............................. mL = milliliters
Planting Density 1000 oy s te rs / n? A cres of Ground Required '] ...... 2.91 ] ............................
F a c i l i t y  S e t - u p
Quantity i C ost E stim ate Total Cost Life (yrs) Annual Cost
T ank  Size ....... 3.003..... [gallons T anks desired ............ 2 .............1....... $3 ,000 ....... ....$0.000.... ......10 ........$600........
Blower S ize SO [cfm @  40" w ater Blowers required 1 $900 sso o 5 $180
Pum p size 200 gpm....  ........... P um ps required ............. 1.........................$500........ iS ff; 5 ....... 5100........
H eater S ize 15,000 w atts H eaters Required "T" 2 ........... $0 ' $0 10 $0
Piumbing ..........$300 ........ ......$300...... 3 s i  do
Pum p S p ecs .........2760..... [watts Shell W asher ........$2,050....... $2,050 Vo......
Blower S p e c s 900 :watts Other (Lease, v esse l, etc.)
Total t t .7 5 0 $1,185
P l a n t  S i t e  P r e p a r a t i o n  [
Unit Cost
’ F e e d i n g  (centrifuged algae) j
B ase  Shell ..........3 ..... .. [inches P rice/ bottle .... $3G 6 9 ......
V esse l U se .....$1,000 $1.000 i Bottle size 0.9454 I tprs
Fuel $100 • - - - Bottle density 2 billion ce lls / mL
O ther ZZMZ : Feed  density 100,000 cells/ mL
$6,331 j P a s te /  feeding 
C ost/ feeding
B ottles required i
Algae Cost
Z  $29.50 
iKt
m l /  feeding 
(twice daily)
(annual)
S e t t i n g
Unsl
-
S h e l l  B a g s
.Labor Rale ..... $7.73 [per hr Shell Bag .... $0 05 .... per foot
Electric R ate $0 1 0 ikwh Shell Bag Length i 4 .0 feet
Ct .1 Bag Sizei ZZZZZ bags per bushel
Shell Acquisition $1 00 [per bushel sheh
Shell Bag Material Cost } l? 0 S e ttin g  C nst S u m n ia iv
Shell Cleaning & Bagging ......0 3 ? ..... iman hrs per bui $742 Capacity per S e t (bu.) 3111
Shell Loading 0.03 iman hrs per bui $70 i S e ts  th is S easo n 6 -
Shell Unloading ......0  04 ..... [man hrs per bu.; $93 Larvae per Set T p o d f la o Z
Deployment ......0 .0 6 ..... m an hrs per bui $139
V esee l U se ..... $0.00 /  deploym ent I 5 Annual Setting C ost i • HA ■>
Fuei .$50.00 i/ deploym ent I ..ssiii......
Blower Electric 10.0 [days f $2;:.so .arvae  cost per bushel $14.00
Pum p Electric ........7 .0 ...... [days 7 Material cost per bushel 11.40
H eater Electric (when used) ......i n . r ; " [days \ $ 7 2 0 0 0  T Labor co st per bushel ... $3.48
H eaters in u se 2 js e ts Labor (hrs) per planted se t 135 00
Feeding* ....... 0 0 ....... d v f $j nr. Eleclricity co st per bushej $0.03
Total C ost/ S e t (w/ heat) $ 2 3 0 2 .... i
lyvh  heat)
H a r v e s t
Harvest Cos! $11.00 per ou. 3 e e a  P lsn ied r  700,202
Harvest Year 3 Post-D eploym ent S eed : 7 ,526 400
Post-D eploym ent Survival 
Market Survival
] 64.00%  
i 33.00%
P-D Spat per Shell 
Market O ysters
4
i 2,403.712
Cumulative Survival i 21.12% Market O yste rs  per Shell j 1
Harvest Efficiency 1 75.00% [proportion cap tured Market O yste rs  Harvested i 1,662.784
Bushel Count 350 [oysters per bushel Market B ushels H arvested- 5,322
Bushel Value $35.00 Yeiltl j 2.22
A n n u a l  C o s t /  B e n e f i t : C u m u la tiv e  N e t  Revenu<2007 dollars
100% 0%
internal S eed  S a le s  : to ta l
Facility S ' : ■ '  ‘ ...........  $400,000.00
Site Preparation ........... $6,331] NA ' $5,331 [.......
E yed Lanrae $33.600 [ ..........$0............ $3-1.600 $300,000.00
Setting ......  $14.0921 ......$ o ............. $14.OS? i
Harvest $58,645; NA $ 5 8545 $200,00000
Total C ost j • 1 1 I . ' ..........$0 ............ ' $113,752 |  $100.0m m
Cos! per s e e d  bu.s $47.40 [ s/CIV/DI *  $0,00
C ost per harvest bu .... „ ,, |2 1 .3 7 [ NA!
(St 00,000.00)
Total Revenue j n i1K..„’-.
Revenue per seed  b u .; $77.52 [ $25 00 ($200,000.00)
Revenue per i j ' r — : do r  ■: : v NA[
.............  ($301,00000)
Total Net Revenue i • V .'.v - 60 $72,520
Net Revenue per s e e d  bu. I $30.22 \ 401V:®
Net Revenue per harvest bu. I $13.63 i ..................... NA
¥ T
JL
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